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Abstract 
The aim of this dissertation is to study different types of generalization of 
injective modules, which is one of the most important topics in module theory. 
In chapter 1, we first give some background knowledge of non-commutative ring 
theory and modules theory. Terminologies and notations are given. 
In chapter 2, we mainly discuss the structure of CS modules. Moreover, we also 
introduce a new class of modules containing all CS modules, namely the GCS modules. 
The structural theory in the level of rings and modules are studied separately in this 
chapter. 
In chapter 3, the effect of ascending chain condition on essential submodules 
acting on some classes of generalized injective modules are studied. One of the crucial 
results is the decomposition of Noetherian-Semisimple modules on CS-modules which 
was obtained by V.Camillo and M.F. Yousif. In this chapter, we give a generalized 
version of this result on GCS-modules . In addition, a stronger version of decompo-
sition theorem on generalized CS-modules, namely CESS-modules is obtained. 
In the last chapter, we basically follow the work of A.W. Chatters and S.M. 
Khuri where the behaviours of End(M) for a CS-module M were studied. One of 
their results is to give a characterization for the rings whose (finitely generated) non-
singular submodules are all projective. We give here another equivalent form by 
using the concept of progenerator. Such equivalent form leads to an investigation 
on the behaviour of categories of CS modules of different rings. We notice that 
this categorical equivalence on such categories are related to the Morita Equivalence 
for rings and therefore we induce a correspondence between CS modules over two 
(Morita) equivalent rings. 
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Introduction 
In the theory of modules, injective modules is one of the core topics. It has been 
well known that the results concerning injective modules and projective modules 
play a central role in homological algebra. Thus the topic of injectivity and its 
generalizations are worth for further investigation. 
In tliis dissertation, we are primarily concerned with the generalizations of in-
jectivity, We shall give a close look concerning the generalization of injective modules, 
namely the class of CS modules. CS modules have been studied by many authors 
since 1980's. Recently this concept has been generalized further, such as CESS mod-
ules and Weak CS modules. In this thesis, we shall give further generalization of these 
modules and some results are obtained. In addition, a new class of generalized CS 
modules, namely GCS modules will be introduced and some characterization theo-
rems are established. The structure of GCS-moduIes will be particularly investigated. 
In chapter 1, some background knowledge of non-commutative ring theory and 
modules theory will be given. Most of them are definitions and notations which will 
be mentioned throughout the thesis. Moreover, some basic results concerning these 
notions will be listed in this chapter for reference purpose. 
In chapter 2, we shall mainly study the structure of CS modules. Moreover, 
a new class of modules containing all CS modules, namely GCS modules will be 
introduced. The structural theory in the level of rings and modules will be studied 
separately in this chapter. 
i i i 
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In chapter 3, the effect of ascending chain condition on essential submodules 
acting on some classes of generalized injective modules will be studied. One of the 
crucial results concerning the generalization of CS-modules is the decomposition the-
orem of Noetherian-Semisimple modules obtained by V.Camillo and M.F. Yousif in 
[2]. Their results will be summarized and discussed in section 3.4. In section 3.5 
and Section 3.6，two classes of generalized CS-modules, namely, the class of weak 
CS-modules and the class of GCS-modules will be considered, some original results 
of GCS-modules related to this topic are included. Finally, a stronger version of 
decomposition theorem on a type of generalized CS-modules, namely CESS-modules 
will be provided in the last section. 
In the last chapter, we follows basically the work of A.W. Chatters and S.M. 
Khuri in [3] where the behaviours of End(M) for a CS-module M were studied. One of 
their results is to give a characterization for the rings whose (finitely generated) non-
singular submodules are all projective. We shall give another equivalent form by using 
the concept of progenerator. Such equivalent form leads us to study the behaviour of 
categorical equivalence between CS modules over different basic rings. We find that 
this kind of equivalence on such categories may relates to the Morita Equivalence of 
rings. A correspondence between CS modules of two (Morita) equivalent rings will 
be hence established. 
Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
In this chapter some definitions and terminologies as well as some elementary results 
will be given. These results will be useful in the subsequent discussion and will be 
frequently referred. 
Def in i t ion 1.0.1 (Direct Summand) A submodule of M is called a direct 
summand of M if there is a submodule M
2





 is also a direct summand, and Mi and M
2
 are called complementary direct 
summands. 
Def in i t ion 1.0.2 (Essential Submodule) Let K be a submodule of M. Then I( 
is said to be essential in M, abbreviated by 
K C e M 
in case for every submodule L C M, 
/(门 Z = 0 implies L 二 0. 
Propos i t i on 1.0.3 Let M be a module with submodules K C N C M. Then 
K C e M if and only if K C e N and N g e M 
1 
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P ropo s i t i o n 1.0.4 A submodule K C M is essential in M if and only if for each 
x e M, there exists an r e R such that 0 ^ rx e K. 




CM, and Af 恥㊉ 
M
2 ;




 if and only if K
x




 C e M
2
. 
Def in i t ion 1.0.6 (Gene ra t ed Class) LetU be a class of modules. A module M is 





 in U together with an epimorphism 
① K 一 M -— 0 
= {U} is a singleton, then we simply say that U (finitely) generates M; of course 
this means that there is an epimorphism 
汉 ⑷ — M 一 0 
Def in i t ion 1.0.7 (Cogenera ted Class) Let U be a class of modules. A module M 
is said to be (finitely) cogenerated by U (or U (finitely) cogenerates M) if there is a 
(finite) indexed set {U
a
)aeA in U together with a monomorphism 
o — M 一 n � 
Nota t i on : Let ZY be a class of modules. The class of all modules generated by 
U is denoted Gen(ZY) and the class cogenerated by U is denoted Cog(ZY). 
Def in i t ion 1.0.8 (Gene ra to r and Cogenera tor) Given a class U, a module G is 
a generator for Gen(U) in case Gen(U) = Gen(G). A module C is called a cogenerator 
for Cog{U) in case Cog{U) — Cog(C). 
Defin i t ion 1.0.9 (Trace and Reject) Let U be a class of modules. Then the trace 
ofU in M and the reject ofU in M are defined by 
Tr
M





(U) = n{kerh\h : M ~ � U for some U G U\ 
Remark: In the particular case when U = {U} is a singleton, then we can have 
simpler forms, say 
Tr
M






(U) = n{ker/i|" 6 Hom
R
{U,M)} 
In this chapter, the following two special cases are most important. 
Def in i t ion 1.0.10 A non-zero module
 R
T is called simple if it contains no non-
trivial submodule. 




Remark: Soc(M) is the largest semisimple submodule in M. Clearly M is 
semisimple if and only \i M = SocM. 
Propos i t i on 1.0.12 If M is a left R-module, then we have 
SocM = ^ M \ K 
is minimal in M\ {1.1) 
=门{Z C M\L is essential in M} (1.2) 
Dually, we have the following concept of radicals. 
Def in i t ion 1.0.13 Let S be the class of simple R-modules. For each left R-module 





As an analogy to socles, we have the following result: 
P r opo s i t i o n 1.0.14 Let M be a left R-module. Then 
SocM = n{ir C M\I(is maximal in M} (1.3) 
=工-州厶 is superfluous in M} (1.4) 
1.1 Chain Conditions 
Def in i t ion 1.1.1 (ACC and DCC) A set C of submodules of M is said to have 
the ascending chain condition if for every chain 
Q L2 C • • - C LN C •" 




, (i 二 1,2...), The above inequalities can be turned 
around for the descending chain condition. 
Def in i t ion 1.1.2 A module M is called Noetherian if the lattice S{M) of all sub-
modules of M satisifies the ascending chain condition. It is called Artinian if S{M) 
satisfies the descending chain condition. 
Propos i t i on 1.1.3 For a module M the following statements are equivalent: 
1. M is Noetherian. 
2. Every submodule of M is finitely generated. 
3. Every non-empty set of submodules of M has a maximal element. 
Dually, we have tlie following proposition. 
P ropo s i t i on 1.1.4 For a module M the following statements are equivalent: 
1. M is Artinian. 
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2- E v e r V f—or module of M is finitely cogenerated. 
3' E v e r y non-empty set of submodules of M has a minimal element 
P ropo s i t i o n 1.1.5 Let M be a non-zero module. Then we have: 
L V M i s Artinian，then M has a simple submodule, in fact, Soc(M) is an es-
sential submodule. 
2- V M i s Noetherian, then M has a maximal submodule; in fact Rad(M) is a 
superfluous submodule. 
P ropo s i t i on 1.1.6 Let 
0 > K > M ^ N ~~^ 0 
6e an exact sequence of left R-modules. Then M is Artinian (Noetherian) if and only 
if both K and N are Artinian (Noetherian). 
1.2 Categories of Modules 
In this chapter, the language of categories will be used. For basic theory of category, 
the reader is referred to [1], 
Def in i t ion 1.2.1 (Horn Functor) Let R and S be rings and U Us a bimodule. 
Then for each left R-module RM, there are two S-modules. 
Hom
R






let M h-> Homji(Us, M) and M ^ HomR(M, Us) be functions from ^Mod to sMod 
and Mods respectively. These two functions can be extended to additive functors in 
the following way: For every f M — N which is an R-homomorphism, then 
Hom(U,f) : 7 /7-
Hom(f,U) : 7 h 7/. 
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By using the above notation, we have the following propositions: 









 Mod Mod 





 Mod — Mod
s 
is an additive contravariant functor. 



















P ropo s i t i on 1.2.4 The Horn functors are left exact. Thus, in particular if
 R
U is 













(N, U) 二 Hom
R




1.3 Project iv i ty and Injectivity 
Defin i t ion 1.3.1 Let RU be a module. If RM is a module, then U is projective 
relative to M (or U is M -projective) if for each epimorphism g :R M —R N and each 
homomorphism 'y :R U N, there is an R-homomorphism ^ : U M such that 
7 二 91-
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On the other hand, U is injective relative to M (or U is M-injective) if for 
e a c h monomorjyhism f •. K — M and each homomorphism 7 :
R
 K U, there is an 
R-homomorphism j : M U such that 7 二 7/. 
P ropo s i t i o n 1.3.2 Let U and M be left R-modules. Then the following statements 
for modules are equivalent: 
1. U is M-projective. 
么 For every short exact sequence with middle term M 
0 R I{ M M N 







(U,N) —> 0 
is exact. 
P ropo s i t i on 1.3.3 Let U and M be R-module. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
1. U is M-injective. 
2. For every short exact sequence with middle term M 
0 - ~^ I( M M N > 0 
in RM, then the sequence 
0 > Hom
R




(K, U ) 0 
is exact. 
We call a module RP projective if it is projective relative to every module RM. 
A module RQ is called injective if it is injective relative to every module RM. 
Prelimia.ries 8 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1.3.4 For a left R-module G the following statements are equivalent: 
1- G is a generator. 




(G, /) = 0，then f = 0. 
3' F o r e v e r y homomorphism f :
R
 Ad N in
 R
Mod, if U ： Hom(G,M) 
Hom
R
{G,N) is epimorphism, then f is epimormphism. 
4. A sequence 
M' M 二 M" 









P r o po s i t i o n 1.3.5 Let P be a projective left R-module. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent. 
1. P is a generator. 
2. HomR(P
y
T) + 0 for all simple left R-modules T. 
3. P generates every simple left R-module. 
Dually, we have the following analogous result for injective modules. 
P r o po s i t i o n 1.3.6 The following statements for the left R-module E are equivalent: 
1. E is injective. 
2. For each monomorphism f :R K —^R M the map 
Hom(f, E) : Hom
R
(M, E) — Hom
R
(K, E) 
is an epimorphism. 
Prelimia.ries 9 









) :R Mod — Mod
s 
is exact. 
4- For every exact sequence 
Mf M Ad M" 
in RM the sequence 
Hom
R






P ropo s i t i on 1.3.7 Let E be an injective left R-module. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent: 
1. E is a cogenerator. 
2. Hom
R
(T, E) + 0 for all simple left R-modules T. 
3. E cogenerates every simple left R-module. 
For injective modules, the following results will be quoted later on. 
P ropo s i t i on 1.3.8 (Inject ive Test Lemma) The following statements about a left 
R-module E are equivalent: 
1. E is injective. 
2. E is injective relative to R. 
3. For every left ideal I C/^ R arid every R-homomorphism h : I E there exists 
an x E E such that h is a right multiplication by x 
h(a) 二 ax (Va E I) 
Prelimiaries 1 
Def in i t ion 1.3.9 (Inject ive Envelope) A pair (E,i) is an injective envelope of M 
订 E ^ an injective left R-module and 
M E 
is an essential monomorphism. 
P ropo s i t i o n 1.3.10 Every module has an injective envelope which is unique up to 
isomorphism. 
P ropo s i t i o n 1.3.11 For a ring R the following are equivalent: 





A is an indexed set of left R-modules, then 
斯 ㊉ = ㊉ 斯 
A A 
3. R is a left Noetherian ring. 
Chapter 2 
Generalization on CS modules 
2.1 In t roduct ion 
As we are primarily concerned with the generalizations of injectivity in this disser-
tation, we shall play a close look at a particular type of generalizations, namely CS 
modules. CS modules have been studied by many authors since 1980's. One of the 
routes of generalizations of injectivity, according to S.H. Mohamed and B.J. Muller 
in [14] is the following: Injective �Quasi-injective ~> Continuous > Quasi-
continuous —> CS modules. 
In fact, the concept of CS modules has been generalized further, such as CESS 
modules and Weak CS modules, which will be discussed in the next chapter. In this 
chapter, we shall mainly discuss the structure of CS modules. Moreover, we shall also 
introduce a new class of modules containing all CS modules, namely GCS modules. 
The structural theory in the level of rings and modules will be studied separately 
in this chapter. We shall find that the theory of GCS rings and GCS modules are 
parallel indeed. 
11 
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2.2 Prel iminaries 
In this section, we first here list some preliminary results which will be applied in this 
chapter. Most of them are terminologies and elementary properties. 
Def in i t ion 2.2.1 (Complemen t Submodu le s , [14] & [19]) A submodule X of M 
i s a complement(submodule) if it is maximal with respect 怂 I 门 F 0 /or some sub-
module Y. In this case X is called a relative complement ofY. 
Def in i t ion 2.2.2 (Closed Submodu le , [14] & [19]) A submodule of a module M 
is closed if it has no proper essential extension in M. 
P ropo s i t i o n 2.2.3 Closed and complement submodules are the same. 
Proof: Suppose iV is a closed submodule of M, we want to prove that iV is a 
complement in M. li N = M, then N is a relative complement of 0. Assume N ^ M. 
Then N is not essential in M. Hence S 二 {X : iV 门 I 二 0 where X is a submodule 
of M} is non-empty. By standard argument, we can use Zorn's lemma to prove there 
exists a maximal member Y in S. Then N is a relative complement of Y. 
Conversely, suppose N is a, relative complement of y , for some submodule Y 
of M. We now prove that N lias no proper essential extension in M. Suppose, 
C e . . on contrary, there exists an L, submodule of M and N , L. As N is a relative 
complement of Y. Then # 门 5, = 0. By maximality of TV, Z n K # 0. Now i： n r Q i： 
and iV"门（jLny); = 0 which implies that N L‘ It leads a contradiction. 
• 
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From now on we will use these two terminologies alternatively. 
We find that the notion of closed submodules is transitive. 
P r opo s i t i o n 2.2.4 ([7]) Let A C B C C. If A is closed in B and B is closed in C， 
then A is closed in C. 
However, the intersection of closed submodules of a module need not be closed. 
Ex amp l e 2.2.5 丑 = C = Z ㊉ Z/2Z，A 二 (1,0)尾 B 二（1,5：)^ . For details see 
[7] 
Note that every direct summand is closed but not vice versa. (In fact, if so, the 
module is called CS module which will be discussed in the next section.) 
Def in i t ion 2.2.6 (or thogonal and pr imi t ive idempoten t s) A pair of idempo-
tents e\ and e2 in a ring R are said to be orthogonal if eie�=0 = A set 
of idempotents is said to be orthogonal if the idempotents in the set are mutually 
orthognal. 
An idempotent e £ R is called a primitive idempotent in case e / 0 and for 
every pair e^ orthogonal idempotents e — e\-\r 62 implies e\ =0 or e^ — 0. 
The following propositions point out the importance of idempotents in a ring. 
In fact, we find the following general results in the text of Anderson and Fuller [1]. 
Genera.liza.tion 011 CS modules
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) such that 
K = e
K
M k K' = (1 - e
K
)M 
Coro l l a ry 2.2.8 ([1]) // 及二 J © J where I, J are right ideals of R. Then there is 
an idempotent eel such that I = eR and J : (1 -
 e
)R. 
P ropo s i t i o n 2.2.9 ([1]) Let M be a non-zero module. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent: 
1. M is indecomposable. 
2. 0 and 1 are the only idempotents in Encl(M). 
3. 1 is a primitive idempotent in End(M). 
Coro l l a ry 2.2.10 ([1]) Let e be a non-zero idempotent endomorphism(projection) 
of a left module M. Then the direct summand Me of M is indecomposable if and 
only if e is a primitive idempotent in End{M). 
Def in i t ion 2.2.11 A family {X\ : A 6 A} of submodule of a module M is called a 
local summand of M. If ©
A g A




 is a summand of M for 
every finite subset F of A. 
Generalization on CS modules ,
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One of the most important results concerning local summand which we will use 
is the following proposition. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2.12 ([14，Theorem 2.17]) If every local summand of a module M 
i s a summand, then M is a direct sum of indecomposable modules. 
Genercilization on CS modules ^ 
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2.3 CS ring ——A generalization of inject ivity 
It is well known that any (quasi)-injective module M satisifies the following two 
conditions. 
1. Every submodule of M is essential in a direct summand of M. 
2. If a submodule A of M is isomorphic to a summand of M, then A is a summand. 
The proof is straightforward and hence is omitted here, For more detail, see 
[14]. 
All modules which satisfy conditions 1 and 2 are called continuous modules. 
Clearly all quasi-injective modules are continuous modules. Some ring theorists since 
1980, have proceeded to study the modules witli condition 1 alone. Such kind of 
modules are the CS modules. More precisely, we give the following definition. 
Def in i t ion 2.3.1 (CS modules) A module M is called a CS module if every sub-
module of M is essential in a direct summand. 
We are now going to invesigate the structure of CS rings. A ring R is called 
right CS ring if the regular right module RR is a CS right R-module, equivalently, if 
every non-zero right ideal is essential in a direct summand of R. In the subsequent 
discussion, we will find that such definition is not handy, instead, we shall frequently 
use the following equivalent form in studying CS-modules and CS-rings. 
P r opo s i t i on 2.3.2 A ring R is a right CS ring if and only if every non-zero com-
plement right ideal is a direct summand of R, 
Proof: Suppose J? is a CS ring. Let A be a non-zero complement right ideal 
of R. By our hypothesis, A is essential in a direct summand but A is a complement 
Genera.liza.tion 011 CS modules
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right ideal. Hence, we call A a closed right ideal if A is an ideal with no proper 
essential extension. In other words, A is itself a direct summand. For the converse 
part, suppose that every non-zero complement right ideal is a direct summand of R. 
Let A be a complement right ideal. By Zorn's lemma, A is essential in a closed ideal 
of R which is a direct summand by hypothesis. This proves that 丑 is a CS ring. 
• 
For the sake of simplicity, we now label the above equivalent condition as the 
right CS property. It is not difficult to prove that the CS property is inherited by 
direct summand [14，Prop. 2.7]. 
It should be noticed that a direct summand of CS-modules may not be a CS-
module. We find the following example in [4]. 
Examp l e : Let R = Z[x] where x is an indeterminate and Z is the ring of 
integers. Then it is easy to see that the ring R has no proper complement ideals and 
so R can be regarded as a CS right i?-module. Let F = R ㊉ R. We shall show that F 
is not CS when it is regarded as a right i?-module. Let C = {(灯,2r) : r G -R}, then C 
is a submodule of F. It is straightforward to show that C is complement in F (which 
in this case is equivalent to show that F/C is a torsion free i2-module). Suppose that 
C is a direct summand of F, then tliere is an endomorphism e of F which projects F 
onto C. We then have e(l,0) 二 (xr,'2r) and e(0,1) = (xs,2s) for some r,s e R. As 
(x, 2) E C\ we have 0,2) 二 e(x,2) = e(>,0) + e(0,2) 二 (x2r + 2xs,2xr4s) so that 
\ = xr 2s. However, this is not possible because R + xR + 2R. 
• 
The structure of right CS ring was first studied by A.W Chatters and C.R. 
Hajarnavis in 1975 [4] in which they gave some structural theory on CS rings. One 
Genera.liza.tion 011 CS modules
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of their crucial results is the following proposition: 
P r opo s i t i o n 2.3.3 ([4]) Let R be a right CS ring and let e be a primitive idempotent 
element of R, then eR is a uniform right ideal. 
P r o ° f : W e sketch the proof of Proposition 2.3.3. Clearly, eR is a complement 
right ideal of 及 as e丑㊉（1 — e)R 二 R. Let / be a non-zero right ideal of R with 
/ C and J a right ideal of R with J � e丑 and / 门 J = 0. We must show that 
J 二 0. Clearly there exists a complement C of J in eR with J C C. Then C is a 
complement in eR and eR is a complement in R. Therefore, C is a complement right 
ideal of R so that C = fR for some idempotent f. We have e = /e + (e — /e) where 
fe and e - fe are orthogonal Idempotents. Hence either fe = Q which leads to / = 0 
or e — /e 二 0. But e 二 /e would give eR : C, contradicting the fact that 1^0. 
Therefore we must have / 二 0, giving J : 0. 
• 
Coro l l a ry 2.3.4 If R is a right CS ring in which the identiity element is a sum of 
mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents, then R is a right QF2 ring. i.e. a direct 
sum of uniform right ideals. 
Genera.liza.tion 011 CS modules
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2.4 GCS ring ——A fur ther generalization of CS ring 
In this section, we introduce a generalized CS property. Recall that a module M is 
a CS module if every non-zero complement submodule of M is a direct summand of 
M. Naturally we can generalize CS modules to GCS modules in the following sense: 
Def in i t ion 2.4.1 (GCS modules) A module M is a called GCS (Generalized CS) 
m o d u l e lf e v e r V non-trivial complement submodule T of M contains a non-trivial 
closed submodule V which is a direct summand of M , 
We label this property as GCS property for convenience. 
Clearly CS property implies GCS property but not vice versa. There are some 
properties of CS modules which can be carried over to the GCS-modules. One of 
tliem is the inheritance of direct summands. 
P r opo s i t i o n 2.4.2 Let M be a GCS module and N a direct summand of M. Then 
N is a GCS module. 
Proof: Since N is a direct summand of M, every complement submodule of N 
must be a complement in M. The results follows easily by GCS-property, 
• 
In the sequel, the relationship between these two properties, namely CS and 
GCS properties in the level of rings will be discussed. 
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L e m m a 2.4.3 R is a right GCS ring if and only if every non-zero complement right 
i d e a l h a s a n o n 省 0 idempotent In particular, every non-zero complement right ideal 
is non nil. 
P r o ° f : Suppose 丑 is a right GCS ring and C a non-zero complement right ideal 
of R. Then C contains a non-zero complement right ideal D of R which is a direct 
summand of R. Then D 二 eR for some idempotent e in R. This means that the 
ideal D is non nil. Conversely, if every non-zero complement right ideal contains an 
idempotent, say e, then eR ㊉(1 - e)R = R since R contains an identity. However, as 
e R i s contained in the complement of R, eR is a direct summand of R. This shows 
that 丑 is a right GCS ring. The assertion is proved. 
• 
For CS rings, we can obtain a stronger version which is parallel to the previous 
lemma. In [4], Chatters and Hajarnavis proved that a CS ring must have the following 
conditions stated in the following proposition. 
P r opo s i t i o n 2.4.4 ([4]) Let R be a right CS ring, then the following properties hold: 
1. Every non-zero complement right ideal of R is non-nil. 
2. Every maximal uniform right ideal of R is generated by an idempotent element 
in R. 
In Lemma 2.4.3, we know that the property 1 is shared by right GCS ring as 
well. In the following theorem, we will show that property 2 can also be generalized 
to right GCS rings. 
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T h e o r e m 2.4.5 Let R be a right GCS ring. Then every maximal uniform right ideal 
of R i s generated b\j an idempotent element. 
PROOF: Let [ be a maximal uniform right ideal. We first claim that U i s�a 
complement ideal. Suppose not, then U lias a proper essential extension in R, say V 
s u c h t h a t U C e V- Let ^ G V\U. Then U C U + xR Ce V. Now, we are going to 
prove that U + xRis uniform. Suppose on tlie contrary, there exist right ideals A, B 
of R contained in U + xR such that 汲门 J? = 0. Then A f l C / g O a n d ^ n C / g O a s 
U C e v - However, this contradicts the uniformality of U. Hence, f/ is a complement 
right ideal. By the GCS property, U must contain a non-trivial complement right 
ideal which is a direct summand of R. One the other hand, it can be easily seen that 
U lias only one non-zero complement right ideal which is U itself. Thus, this forces U 
a direct summand of R and consequently, U is generated by an idempotent element 
of R. 
• 
We notice liere that if every complement right ideal of R contains a uniform 
right ideal, then condition 2 is in fact a characterization for right GCS rings. We 
have the following result. 
T h e o r em 2.4.6 If every complement of R contains a uniform right ideal, then R is 
a right GCS ring if and only if every maximal uniform right ideal is generated by an 
idempotent. 
Proof: In view of proposition 2.4.5, we only need to prove the sufficiency 
part. Consider a non-zero complement right ideal C of R. Let f/ be a uniform ideal 
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contained in C, If F is a, complement of U in C and U' is a complement of V in C, 
then we have U C U' and U丨 is a complement in C. This implies that U' is also a 
complement in R. Thus U' must be a maximal uniform right ideal of R. Hence, by 
proposition 2.4.5 , U' is generated by an idempotent. This shows that U' is a direct 
summand of R. Thus,丑 is a GCS ring. 
• 
It has been proved in [4] that if every complement contains a uniform right 
ideal of R and R lias no infinite sets of orthogonal idempotents, then condition 2 is 
equivalent to R being a right CS ring. We give here a mild modification for the proof 
in [4]. 
P r opo s i t i o n 2.4.7 ([4, Prop.2.4]) If R has no infinite sets of orthogonal idempo-
tents and every non-zero complement right ideal of R contains a uniform right ideal. 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 
1. R is a right CS ring. 
2. Every maximal uniform right ideal of R is generated by an idempotent. 
Proof: 1 � 2) In the proof of the Theorem 2.4.5 , we have already seen that a 
maximal uniform right ideal is a uniform right ideal which is also a complement right 
ideal. Then the result follows easily. 
2 � 1) Suppose every maximal uniform right ideal of R is generated by an 
idempotent element. By hypothesis, every non-zero complement right ideal of R 
contains a uniform right ideal. By Theorem 2.4.6 ,及 is a right GCS ring and 
hence every non-zero complement right ideal C oi R contains at least one non-zero 
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idempotent element. Now we. are going to prove that R is in fact a CS ring. Let S 
be the set of all non-zero idempotent elements of C. Because R has no infinite sets 
of orthogonal idempotents, there is an element e e 5 such that r(/) C r(e) whenever 
/ G We have C = e及㊉（1 一
 e
)C. Suppose that (1 一 e)C ^ 0. As (1 - e)C is 
a direct summand of C and hence complement right ideal. Then (1 - e)C contains 
a non-zero idempotent /. Set 没：e + / - fe. Then g is idempotent and eg = e. 
Therefore g e S ^nd r(g) C r(e) But gf ^ 0 and ef = 0, so that r(g) g r(e). This 
leads to a contradiction and hence C = eR. This proves that R is a right CS ring. 
• 
Combined the previous results, we immediately obtain tlie following corollary-
Coro l l a ry 2.4.8 If R has no infinite sets of orthogonal idempotents and every non-
zero complement right ideal of R contains a uniform right ideal. Then R is a right 
GCS ring if and only if R is a right CS ring. 
Proof: By using Theorem 2.4.6 and Proposition 2.4.7. 
• 
Coro l l a ry 2.4.9 If R has finite right dimension, then R is GCS ring if and only if 
R is a right CS ring. 
Generalization on CS modules
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2.5 Generalized CS-modules 
In the preceding section, we know that if a ring R has finite right Goldie dimension, 
then the class of right GCS rings and the class of right CS rings will be the same. 
This result hints that under certain finiteness conditions, we may get similar results 
for modules. 
The following lemma is well-known and is crucial for the subsequent theoretical 
development. 
L e m m a 2.5.1 ([7, Prop.3.1]) Let A be a right. R-module. Then the following con-
ditions are equivalent: 
1. A is finite dimensional. 
2. A has ACC on closed submodules. 
3. A has DCC on closed submodules. 
Proof:1 2) Suppose not, then A has an ascending chain Ai C C • • • of 
closed submodules, where A
n
 is a proper closed submodule of /i
n
+i for each n. Hence 
A
n
 g 6 This means that must have a non-zero submodule C
n
 such that 
人门 Cn = 0. For all n, we now have 






 n = 0 
Hence {Ci , . . . , C
n
} is an independent sequence of non-zero submodules of A, which 
is clearly impossible. 
2 � 3) Suppose not, then A has a descending chain Ai D A
2
 D of closed 
submodules. Let Bi be a relative complement for Ai in A. Since n � 门 Ai 二 




. Continuing the process 
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 C . . . such that each B
n
 is 
a relatively complement f o r � i n 儿 Then each B
n
 is closed in 儿 By hypothesis, 
B n = 队 . 1 , f o r s o m e n , N o w 4 + 1 © B
n + 1




 C e A. As 




, this gives A
n + 1




 is closed in A, we obtain 
^n = A
n +
i , which is false. 
3 令 1 Consider any independent sequence {Ci ,C
2
, . . . } of submodules of A 




) = 0, we can enlarge ㊉ t o a relative 
complement for C\ i n �
0
. Continuing the process in this manner, we obtain a 











. This means that A
k
 is closed in for all k. Hence 
each A
k
 is closed in A. By hypothesis, there must be a positive integer N such that 




-\-l 二 CVi+1 门 = A A
n
+i 二 0 丨 




2.5.1 D i r e c t S u m of U n i f o r m M o d u l e s , 
In this section, our basic goal is to discuss GCS module under the finiteness conditions, 
for example those conditions concerned in Lemma 2.5.1 . In the proof, we sliall need 
some results on direct sum of uniform modules. For preparatory background, we 
discuss here the results obtained by M.A. Kamal and B.J. Muller in 1988 [10] in this 
subsection. 
Sometimes, CS property is written as C\ property. Kamal and Muller in [10] 
introduced a generalized notion, namely (n - Ci) property. 
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Def in i t i on 2.5.2 The property (n-^) is a special case of It requires that every 
c l o s e d — u l e of uniform dimension less than or equal to n is a direct summand. 
Obviously, every GCS modules have (1 - C
x
) property. In the work of Muller 
and Kamal, some results concerning the direct sum of uniform modules were obtained 
in the presence of (1 — Ci) property. The following propositions were given by Muller 
and Kamal: 
P r opo s i t i o n 2.5.3 ([10, P r op . 3]) Let M 二 ㊉迮/ where the Mi are uniform. 
If M has (1 - Ci) property, then every closed submodule of the form 0 f
= 1
 A{, with 
all Ai uniform, is a direct summand of M, 
Proof: We shall adopt induction on n. Assume that the claim holds for n 
and let Ai be a closed submodule of M, with all A{ uniform. By induction, 
A! 二： Ai is a direct summand. Write M — ㊉ I . Now let 7r be the projection 
of M onto X. Then we have TTAO — Ao which is uniform and hence, by (1 — Ci) for X, j 
we have irA
0
 C e B C® X. It follows that A = ㊉欠
0
 C ?r—1 万 C ㊉万.Since B is 
uniform, we obtain ^ = 4^/㊉益 C e ㊉召 since A is closed. Thus, 4 = ㊉ 5 C® M. I 
• 
L e m m a 2.5.4 ([10, P r o p . 3]) Let M 二 ①坧jil^ where each Mi is a uniform mod-
ule. If M has (1 - Ci) property, then every closed submodule of the form Qi
eI
Ai, 
with all Ai uniform, is a direct summand of Ad. 
L e m m a 2.5.5 ([10, Lemma . 4]) Let 小:E(M) > E(N) be an arbitrary ho-
momorphism and X 二 {冗 G M : 4>(x) G iV}. If there exists a homomorphism 
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补：Y — N, X
 C
 Y � Ad such that ^(x) = <f>(x) for all x e X, then X = Y. 
M o r e o v e r ^ submodule B = {x + cf>(x) : x e M} of M ㊉ N is closed. 
L e m m a 2.5.6 ([15, P r o p . 3]) Let M = ®
ieI
Mi with all Mi uniform. Suppose 
X C M w i t h X 门 ㊉ 夂 = 0，for some J CI. Then there exists J C K C T with 
X ㊉ © 鄉 Mi c e M. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.5.7 ([10，Prop. 6]) Let M 二 ㊉迮with all Mi uniform. If M j 
has (1-Ci) property, then every non-zero closed submodule of M contains a uniform 
summand of M. 
Proof: Let M have (1 — Ci) property, and let A be a closed submodule of M. 
By lemma 2.5.6 , we have A ㊉①乂jl/j C e M for some J c I. Let K = I\J. Also 




j Mj respectivity. Then 7Tk\a is a 
monomorphism. Let 小:=KJIRJ^ . It is easy to see that A ~ {b 4>{b) : b E ^K(A)} , 
and that 4> : TTK(A)——^ 0
j €
j Mj is not extendable, (i.e. if tp : Y ®jeJ I 
TTK(A) CY C ㊉化 M I extends (J>, then TTK(A) = <J). ) | 
Now let 去:E(®
k
 Mi) ^ E(浙 Mj) be an extension of cj). It follows that ‘ 
7T
k
(A) = {a? G ®KMi : e ®JMj}' F o r each a G K, let 二 {a; € M
a
 : 
4>{x) e 0 j Mj} and A
a
 = {x 4>(x) : x G X
a
}. By lemma 2.5.5，Aa is closed in 




 and hence A
a
 is uniform submodule of A. 
By the (1 - Ci) property, A
a
 C® M and therefore A
a
 C® A. 
• 
Combining Lemma 2.5.6 and Proposition 2.5.7, we immediately have: 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 2.5.8 ([10，Cor. 7]) Let M =㊉对风 with all M
{
 uniform. If M 
h a s (工 一 ^l) property, then M has (n - Ci) property. 
Co ro l l a r y 2.5.9 If, in addition, M is finite dimensional, then M is a CS module. 
2.5.2 G C S m o d u l e s as d i r e c t s u m of u n i f o r m m o d u l e s j 
I 
One of our main goals in this section is in fact a generalization of the corollary 2.5.9 
obtained by Muller and Kamal [10]. : 
I 
T h e o r e m 2.5.10 Assume M has DCC on its closed submodules and is a GCS mod- j 





Proof: If M is a uniform module, then the result is trivial. Now assume M ‘ 
I 
is not uniform, then there exists a non-zero proper closed submodule C\ of M. Be- , 
cause M is a GCS-mod ule, there exists another non-zero closed submodule C2 of M 
\ I 
such that C2 ㊉ Xi = M. Then C2 is GC5-module. If C'2 has no non-zero proper ； 
closed submodule, i.e. uniform, then the process stops. Otherwise there exists a 
C3 non-zero proper closed submodule C3 of C2. By using the GCS property again, 
we can find a non-zero closed submodule C4 of C2 such that 仏㊉右=C^- Then 
(7
4
 0 X2 © X\ = M. Repeat the same process, by DCC on closed submodules, the 
process must stop eventually after a finite number of steps. Therefore, there exists 
an integer n such that C
n
 is uniform where © X 二 M for some X C M. Without 
loss of generality, replacing M by X，then X would be a GC5-module and satisfies 
DCC on its closed submodules. Repeating the same arguments. By using DCC on 
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closed submodules, the above process must stop after finite number of steps. That 
is, we eventually obtain that M 二 ㊉ Q where each Q is a uniform module for 
1 = Consequently, we have shown that M is a finite direct sum of uniform 
modules, and hence M has the CS-property by Corollary 2.5.9. 
• 
In the above theorem, we have seen that a finite-dimensional GCS module is ] 
in fact a finite direct sum of uniform modules. In the following theorem, we will 
answer the question when an arbitrary direct sum of uniform modules will be a GCS 
modules. 
I 
T h e o r e m 2.5.11 Let M = M
a
 with each Mi uniform. Suppose M has (1 -
C\), Then M is a GCS module. | 
Proof: Let C be a non-zero complement submodule of M. Consider those , 
modules M“ i E I such that (7 n iWi # 0. Let D{ be a maximal essential extension of 
C 门 Mi in M, which exists by Zorn's Lemma. Clearly C C Y^iei Di C M.
 f 
Now we shall show that J2iei Di is an essential extension of C. Suppose on 
the contrary that there exists a non-zero submodule E contained in Di such 
that (7 门五=0 . Then E (1 认爹 0 for some D
{
. Thus (E 门 D‘)门 C = 0, thereby 
( 五 门 n (C 门 Mi) = 0. As (7 门 Mi c e Di, we have E n ! ) � = 0 . However, this is a 
contradiction. Hence J2iei 'ls a n essential extension of C in M. Because C itself 
is a complement submodule in M, we have C = E ie/A-
Now for all i, we have A' C C. As C D Mi is uniform and C n Mi Ce D“ Di is 
also uniform. By the choices of D“ each Di is a complement submodule in M. Thus, 
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W e i n f e r t h a t 认 0 M b y the (1-CO property of M. This proves that M is a GCS 
module. 
• 
It should be noted that what we have discussed here is mainly emphasised on 
the class of modules which, are independent of the structure of its underlying rings. 
For Noetherian rings, we ha,ve the following well-known result. A ring R is 
I 
right Noetherian if and only every injective right E-module is a direct sum of uniform , 
module.([13] and [18]) j 
I 
For CS-modules, we have a more general version. 
： 
P ropo s i t i o n 2.5.12 ([14, Th e o r em 2.19]) If R is right Noetherian ring, then ev-
. . . . 1 ery CS-module is a direct sum of uniform modules. 
To develop this characterization, we need a number of prerequisite results, each 
of wliich has its own importance. 
L e m m a 2.5.13 ([14, L emma 2.16]) Let M be an arbitrary module. Every local 
summand of M is a summand if and only if the union of any chain of summands of I 
M is a summand. 
Proof: This is just an application of Zorn's lemma. 
L e m m a 2.5.14 ([14, Th eo r em 2.17]) If every local summand of a module M is a 
summand, then M is a direct sum of indecomposable modules. 
Proof: By using Zorn's lemma, we know that M contains a maximal local 
summand. Let X = ;A G A}, where each X\ is an indecomposable module. 
Write X 二 E \ €A 為. T l i e n 义 C㊉ M by assumption. Consider X © F . We claim 
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tha t Y = Q. Suppose on the contrary, assume that Y ^ 0 and consider a non-zero 
element yeY. By lemma 2.5.13, there exists a summand A of y which is maximal 
with respect to y ^ 人 Then Y 二 A ㊉ B, with B ^ 0. Now, the maximality of 
^ f o r c e s B t o b e decomposable, so 万=战㊉热 with B
{
 + 0(i = 1,2). Again the 
ma.xima.lity of A implies y e A �双（？： 二 1,2). But then we have y e A, which is a 
contradiction. Thus F = 0 and M = X =㊉AeAZA. 
• 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.5.15 ([14，Prop. 2.18]) Let M be CS R-module. If R satisfies the ' 
ascending chain condition on right ideals of the form m°, m e M, then every local 
summand of M is a summand. I 
Proof: Let A' = {X
A
 ： A e A} and X 二 E a g a ^ a be a local summand of M. j 
If X* is a closure of X in M, then X* C® M and hence X* is CS-module. Without | 
loss of generality, we assume that X C e M• For this case，we only need to show that j 
X = M. I 
Suppose that X • M and select m 6 M\X such that m° is maximal. Since 
X C e M, there exists r £ R such that 0 + mr E X. Now mr G 0
A G i
r X\ for some ！ 
finite subset F C A. By assumption, m == ©AeF ㊉ Y for some y C M. Then 
m 二 x + y, x 6 © a g f and y G Y. Clearly y ^： X and m° C y°. Hence m° m y° by 
the maximality of m°. Since yr = mr - xr G (©aeF ^ a ) 门 Y 二 0, we have mr 二 0, 
a contradiction. Hence X 二 M. 
• 
Muller and Kama! ga,ve a stronger result for CS modules for a right Noetherian 
underlying ring. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 2.5.16 ([10，Theorem 8]) Let M be a module over a right Noethe-
r i a n r i n g R . T h e n M i s 騰 CS modules if and only if M is a direct sum of uniform 
submodules having (1-^) property and every local direct summand of M is a direct 
summand. 
P r o o f : Let M be a CS module. Obviously，M posesses (1 - Ci) property. Now 
let U = ©
j G J
 Uj be a local direct summand of M. By the CS property, U C ㊉ikf holds 
once we show that U is closed in M, To this end, let U C N C Ad and let x e N. ' 
Consider the set I
x
 二 {r e R •• xr G U}, Because R is Noetherian, I
x
 is finitely I 




U j . | 
Denote it by V. Since ©
j € J
 Uj is a local direct summand, we have V Q㊉ M. Hence | 
V is closed in M. Consider 0 + xr + v, where r E R and v 6 V. Certainly, there I 
exists s E R such that 0 • (xr v)s = u e U as U is essential in N. Consequently, | 
we have xrs 二 u — ts 三 U. We conclude here that 0 • (xr + v)s E V. This shows 
that xR + V DV and hence x E xR + V = V C U. Therefore, U = N. | 
！ 
Conversely, let M 二 ①迮/M“ with all Mi uniform having (1 — C\) property. [ 
. .I Let every local direct summand be a direct summand of M. Let A be a closed ！ 
submodule of M• By Zorn's Lemma, we can find a maximal member A
a
 of 






 such that N
a
 are uniform. Then 
©ae l/^a is a local direct summand of M. By assumption ‘ A
a







 ® A!. If A! is not zero, then by [10, Prop.6], A! contains a uniform 
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With the aid of Proposition 2.5.16 and the following lemma, we can now find out 
the difference between CS modules and GCS modules provided that the underlying 
ring is Noetlierian, 
Tlie following lemma is a generalization for [14, Prop.2.5]. 
L e m m a 2.5.17 An indecomposable module M is GCS if and only if M is uniform. 
Proof: The sufficiency part is obvious. It remains to show the necessity part. 
Suppose that M is an indecomposable module and has GCS property. Suppose , 
M is not uniform, then there exists non-zero submodules Ai, A
2
 of A such that | 
义l ㊉ A
2
 C A. For Ai, one can find a submodule B of A such that ^li C 万门 = 0 | 
( 
and 5 is a complement in A. By the GCS property of M, there exists a non-zero 
submodules C in B such that C C® A, this contradicts to the indecomposablity of 
A. The result tlien follows. | 
'1 
• ‘ 
The following tlieorem is a characterization theorem for GCS-modules. r 
T h e o r em 2.5.18 Let R be a right Noetherian ring. M is a right R-module. Then M 
is a CS R-module if and only if M is GCS R-module and every local direct summand 
of M is a direct summand. 
Proof： Suppose M is a GCS-module and every local direct summand of M is a 
direct summand. Then we have M 二 ©化/]\么，where each Mi is an indecomposable 
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module, by [14, Prop.2.17). Since each M
t
 is a GCS module, by Lemma 2.5.17 and 
e a d l M i i s u n i f o r m ' s o 观 know that M is a direct sum of uniform modules. By 









Ascending Chain Condition on 
Essential Submodules 
I 
3.1 In t roduc t ion j 
. I 
For left or right self-injective rings, it was observed that these classes of rings diverse , 
the chain conditions on certain classes of ideals from the minimum condition on the i 
j 
lattice of its ideals. Inspired by these results, we are now going to study the effect | 
of such chain conditions acting on some classes of generalized injective rings. One of I 
such chain conditions is the ascending chain condition on essential submodules. j 
I 
In Section 3.3, we will discuss the property of continuous modules. Some j 
historical results in the literature for continuous modules satisfying ACC on essential j 
submodules will be reviewed. One of the interesting results is the generalization of 
CS-modules to the decomposition of Noetherian-Semisimple modules. Such results 
were obtained by V.Camillo and M.F. Yousif in [2]. Their results will be discussed in 
Section 3.4. In Section 3.5 and Section 3.6, we will study two classes of generalized 
S-modules, namely, the class of weak CS-modules and the class of GCS-modules. In 
Section 3.7 some original results of GCS-modules related to this topic will be included 
and discussed. Finally, a stronger version of decomposition on a a type of generalized 
CS-modules, namely CESS-modules will be provided. 
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3.2 Prel iminar ies 
In this section, we give some basic result on quasi-continuous modules and injective 
module. These results will be useful in this chapter. Most of the results in this section 
are taken from [14]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.2.1 ([14，Theorem 2.8]) The following conditions are equivalent 
for a module M: 
1. M is quasi-continuous; \ 
忍.M 二 X ㊉ Y for any two submodules X and Y which are complements of each I 
other, I 
3. fM C M for every idempotent f e End E{M); 
I 
4- E{M)=㊉时 Ei implies M 二（㊉对 M fl E
l
). i 
Proof: (1) ^ (2): As X, r C® M we have X ㊉ Y" C® M by the continuity ‘ 
property of M. Since X ㊉ C e M, we have M 二 X ㊉ Y. 丨 
I 
( 2 ) � ( 3 ) : Let Ai = M n /五(M) and A
2
 = M n (1 - f)E(M). Assume that 
I 
Bi is a complement of A-2 that contains and let B^ be a complement of B\ that , 
contains A
2




We claim that. M 门(/ - n)M = 0. If not, then we can find x^y G M such that 
(/ - 7r)(a;) = y. Hence f{x) 二 y + TT(X) e M, and so f(x) e Aj. Thus (1 - f)x e M 
and consequently (1 — f)x G A
2
. Therefore, TT(X) = f(x). Thus, ？/ = 0 and our claim 
is established. Since M C e E(M) and (/ - tt)M 二 0, so fM 二 TTM C M. 
( 3 ) � ( 4 ) : It is clear that ©
i 6 /
 M n Ei C M. Let m be an arbitary element 
in M. Then we have m G Ei for a, finite subset F C I. Write E(M)= 
㊉ E*. We can easily observe that there exist orthogonal idempotents fi G 
End_E(M)(i G F) such that Ei = fiE(M). Since f
t
M C M, by assumption, we have 
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m = ( E fi)M = E fi(m) e ( 0 M n Ei). 
这F ieF ieF 
Thereby, M C ㊉时 M n E
{
 and hence M 二 ©-6/ M 门 E“ 
(4) (1)： Let A be a submodule of M. Write E(M) = E{A)㊉ E*. Then 





 g㊉ M with M 门 M
2
 = 0. Write E(M) : ㊉五
2
 ㊉五' 
where Ei 二 五(M‘)，i = 1,2. Then we have 
Af = M门芯丄㊉Af门芯？㊉JkT n Ef. 
" I 
since Mi C® M and M
{





P r o po s i t i o n 3.2.2 ([14, Prop.2.10]) //^ ^！㊉力么 is quasi-continuous，then Mi and i 
M2 are relatively injective. j 
Proof: We only show that M
2
 is Mi-injective. Write Af = Ml ㊉ M
2
. Let ！ . I 
X C Mi and cp ： X ——> M2 be a homomorphism and let B — {x — (p(x) : x G X}. It 
— ) is obvious that B 门 M2 二 0. Let M^ be a complement of M2 tliat contains B. Then 丨 
by Proposition 3.2.1 M 二 ㊉ M
2




. For | 
allx E X we have 0 二 7r(a; - (p(x)) = TT(X) — Tr(<f(x)) = tt(X) - (f(x). This shows that 
7t|m! extends (f. 
• 
The following corollary and proposition are immediate. 
Co ro l l a r y 3.2.3 If M\ ㊉ M2 is quasi-continuous and there exists an epimorphism 
^ . ^ M-2, then Mi is quasi-injective. Moreover, M is quasi-injective if and 
only if M ® M is quasi-continuous. 
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P r opo s i t i o n 3.2.4 Let {M
a
 : a e A} be a family of quasi-continuous modules. Then 
t h e following conditions are equivalent: 






 is quasi-continuous; 
忍.M(A - a) is M
a
 -injective for every a G A; 
M
a
 is Mp-injective for all a ^ (3 e A. 
3.3 Cont inuous rings with ACC on essential ideals 
I j 
In this section, we study the class of continuous rings in the presence of ACC on 
essential left ideals. Jain, Lopez-Permoutli and Tariq Rizvi proved that a left (or ] 
right) continuous ring with ACC on its essential left ideals is semiperfect and Artinian. 
Recall that, as defined by Utumi, a ring R is called left continuous if the fol- / 
lowing condtions are satisified: i 
1. every left ideal of R is essential in direct summand of R. I 
. j 
2. every left ideal isomorphic to a direct summand of R is itself a direct summand. , 
t 
. . . . I The following results are basic properties on continuous rings, most of them j 
can be found in [8], [14], [15], [21] and [19]. \ 
争 
Throughout this chapter, S is always a ring. Denote the Jacobson radical of S 
by J(S). Also denote the singular ideal of S by Z(S). Then we have the following 
result. 
L e m m a 3.3.1 ([8，Lemma 4.1]) If S is a left continuous ring, then Z{S) = J{S) 
and S!J{S) is regular (in the sense of von Neumann). 
p
roo
f： Firstly we show that Z(S) C J{S). Let x G Z(S). Then yl工二 0 some 
essential left ideal A. Hence, 1(1 + a;)门汲：=0 and /(I + x) 二 0. This implies that the 
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right multiplication of 1 + x is a monomorphism of S into itself. Since by continuity 
+ x) is generated by an idempotent of Thereby the inverse mapping of the 
monomorphism is given by the right multiplication of an element 1 + y. Then, we 
have (1 + + = 1, that is, x is right quasi-regular. Thus, every element of the 
ideal Z{S) is right quasi-regular. This shows that Z(S) C J(S). 
Next, we shall prove that S/Z(S) is regular. Let ^ e 5 and let B a maximal left 
ideal disjoint with l(z). Then, it is easy to see that B㊉欵z) is essential. By continuity, 
it is known that B has an essential extension which is generated by an idempotent. 
Hence B itself is generated by ail idempotent by the maximality of B. Since the right 1 
multiplication of z induces an isomorphism from B onto Bz, Bz is also generatd by ! 
an idempotent in view of continuity. Thus, the inverse mapping of Bz onto B is given 1 
by the right multiplication on an element t, Then (B ㊉ /(之))(之-ziz) = 0, and so 
z — ztz G Z(S). This implies means that S/J(S) is a regular ring. 
�• . I 
Since every regular ring is semisimple, it follows by the above argument that 





L e m m a 3.3.2 ([14, Theorem]) If M is quasi-continuous module, then all idempo- i 
tents modulo J(S)(= Z(S)) can be lifted, where S - End(M). 参 
Proof: Consider S G End(丑)such that S2 - S e J(S), and let K 二 Ker(^ 2 - E). 
Since f门（1 — f)/( 二 0, Af = Mi ㊉ ikf2 such that SK C M
2
. Let e be the projection 
Mi ㊉ M
2
 > Mi. Then 
(e — E)I( C (e- S)SK + (e — — S)K = 0. 
Since K Qe M,e- S e J{S). 
• 
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The following lemma is recorded in [19]. It will be rather useful in the sequel. 
L e m m a 3.3.3 ([19, L emma 3.39 p.280]) If R has ACC on essential left ideals, 
then Z(RR) is nilpotent. 
The following lemma is one of the most important results concerning ACC on 
essential submodules. In fact, this result is the core of the whole theory. 
L e m m a 3.3.4 ([21, L emma 3]，[5]) For each left module Ad, M has ACC on es-
sential submodule if and only ifM/Soc(M) is left Noetherian. , 
Proof: If M has ACC on essential submodules, then each submodule N of M 
has the same property. Therefore, if B CE N C M then NIB is Noetherian. In 
. 1 
particular, it follows that every uniform submodule of M is Noetherian. Consider a 
complement H of Soc{M). Then Soc{M)㊉丑 C e M. Therefore M/(Soc(M)㊉丑)is j； 
» . . I Noetherian, Since 
M ^ sMM) h 似 ⑷ ㊉ ff ^ j 
Soc(M)㊉丑—Soc(M)m d l l u Soc{M) — ！ Soc(A/I) t 
I 
It is now sufficient to show that H is Noetherian in order to obtain that ) 
I 
M/Soc(M) is Noetherian, Let X - X\ 0 X
2
 © … b e a direct sum of non-zero \ 
submodules contained in H. Since for each i, Soc{M)门 Xi = 0. It follows that each 
Xi contains a proper essential submodule Y{. Thus Y = Yi ㊉ K ㊉“ • is an essential 
submodule of X and therefore 奈 兰 勢 © 舍 ㊉ … i s Noetherian. Consequently, the 
sum X = Xi © X-2 © • • • must be a finite sum, and therefore it lias finite Goldie di-
mension say k. Let U =仏㊉"2 … 仏 be a direct sum of uniform submodule which 
is essential in H. Since Ii/U and U are Noetherian, H is Noetherian. This proves 
our claim. The converse is obvious. 
• 
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L e m m a 3.3.5 ([15, T hm . 3]) Let M =㊉^ A“ where A
{
 are indecomposable 
m o d u l e s . T h e n M i s continuous if and only if each A
{
 is continuous and Aj-injective 
for j + i. 
P r o o f : I f M = © f
= 1
 Ai is continuous, then it is trivial to see that each A
{
 is 
continuous and Aj-injective for all j + i. 
Conversely, assume all Ai are continuous and Aj-injective for every j • i. 
Then, it is clear that each Ai is uniform and has local endomorphism ring. Given a 
submodule A of M, then, among the decompositions of M into the indecomposable 1 
summands (which are all isomorphic according to the well-known Krull-Schmidt- , 
Azumaya Theorem), we just choose an arbitrary one namely, M = ® �
= 1
 Ai, with a 
minimal t such that A C ㊉AI . We claim that this inclusion is essential. If not, 
1 
tlien A will be contained in a. proper summand of A C 0 •_
1
 Ai. But then, the | 
direct decomposition length of S will be strictly shorter than t, which contradicts to j 
I 
the minimality of t. Thus, our first condition of continuity is verified. I 
To establish the second condition, namely that every monomorphism f : B ——^ 
I 
M from a summand B to M splits, we first consider the case of an indecomposable 丨 
summand B. Here, by using the well known Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem, there J 
is an isomorphism (p : A k ^ B, for some k. We consider the maps \ 
n ‘ 




- is the projection. As / is a monomorphism, we have ALi ker(7r,/) = 0. 
However, since B is uniform, we conclude that ker(7rj) 二 0 for some i. For each i, 
the map 7r
z
-/v? : Ak 一 "� A i is a monomorphism. Now, in case if i = k, then 7Tif(p 
is an isomorphism by the indecomposablility and the continuity of A{. On the other 
hand if i + k, then we know that A
k
 is Ai-injective and therefore splits. By the 
property of indecomposability again, tt,-/^ is an isomorphism. Consequently, in both 
cases, we have both � / and (tt,/)" 1 are isomorphisms. 
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Now we define g ： M — B by g\Ai 二 ( ^Z) " 1 and g\M 二 ㊉泊々  二 0 
respectively. We now claim that gf = 1
B
, which is the identity map on B. Now for 
any be B, we may write f(b) = x + y with 丄、G A,- and yeM = Then, 
9f(b) = + g(y) = (Tnfy^x) = (iTify^Tnix + y)) 
=0rJTW(6)) 二 6 
Therefore, / : B ~~> M must be split, as claimed. 
Now, consider a monomorphism / : B ^ M from an arbitrary summand B 
of M. We now proceed the proof by using induction on the length I of the direct ！ 
I 
decomposition of B. Clearly, / = 1 is a special case which has been dealt before. ； 




 has length (/ - 1) and B
2
 is ' 
indecomposable. Let e.[ denote the injection Bi � B . Then the monomorphism 
fei : Bi ——> M, of course, splits by the assumption of induction. Hence, M — ^ 
im(/ei)㊉ M2. Let pi(i 二 1,2) be the corresponding projections. Clearly, p
2
fe2 ： , 
. . . . . . I 









































) holds, and therefore 
M = im(/ei)㊉ M
2






 = im(/)㊉ M
3
. 
This proves the second condition. 
• 
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Tlie following proposition of Jain [8] gives the properties of a ring with ACC 
on its essential left ideals. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.3.6 ([8，Theorem]) Let R be a ring with ACC on essential left ide-
a/s. The we have the following properties: 
士‘ U R i s left or right continuous, then R is semiperfect. 
么 If R is left continuous, then R is left Artinian. 
U R is right continuous, then R need not be left Artinian. I 
Proof: (i) It lias been already known from Lemma 3.3.2 that R - R/J{R) is a 
Von-Neumann regular ring and is left (right) continuous. Because R is regular, the ; 
I 
right socle of R is equal to the left socle of R 二 S. Since R also satisfies the ACC on , 
essential left ideals, it follows from Lemma, 3.3.4 that Q = R! S semi simple Artinian. 
Let M be a singular left (right) 5-module. Since SM = 0(M分=0), M is a Q-module | 
I 
and therefore QM(JVIQ) is injective. This implies that M is injective as an 及-module I 
since R is regular. Next we show that every cyclic left (right)及-module must be , 
continuous as well. For if not, then we can find a left (right) ideal I of R. Then, I is 
essential in A, where R 二 A ㊉ B since R is continuous. Thus, the quotient' A/I is ) 
singular and hence injective as an 及-module. Also, by Lemma 3.3.5, B is A-injective. 
Thereby B is A-injective and so B is A/J-injective. Now from R/I 兰 AjR® S and 
by invoking Lemma 3.3.5 again in other direction, it follows that R/I is continuous. 
It is known in [19] that if all cyclic left (right) modules over a ring R are continuous. 
then R is always semiperfect [19, P.201]. 
(ii) By Lemma 3.3.2 and. Lemma 3.3.3, R is known to be semiprimary. Write 
丑 二 ©——i Rei as a direct sum of indecomposable left ideals. Since each Rei is 
continuous, Soc(Rei) is either simple or zero and thus SOC(RR) is finitely generated. 
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Hence by Lemma 3.3.4, R is left Noetherian and consequently R is left Artinian since 
R is semiprimary. 
(iii) Let 丑 be a ring with only three right ideals, namely 0，J(R) and R. Then R 
is not left Artinian(see [6, Example 7.UM, p.337]. However, R is clearly right contin-
uous. Also, R lias ACC on essential left ideals since J(R) = SOC(
r
R) (Lemma 3.3.4). 
Incidently, R is not even not left Noetherian. 
This completes the proof. 
• ' 
3.4 Analogous Results On CS-modules 
In the above section, we have already seen that a continuous ring with ACC on i 
essential ideals is in fact semiperfect Artinian. Recently，such chain conditions on I 
CS-modules were further investigated and more general results were obtained by , 
V.Camillo and M.F.Yousif in [2]. In this section, we mainly sketch the main results ' 
I 
of Camillo and Yousif on this topic which will be treated as a preparation for the 
subsequent sections in which some original work will be involved. , 
.j 
For the discussion concerning CS-modules with ACC on essential submodules, [ 
• 1 J the following lemma is a crucial result. ！ 
* 
L e m m a 3.4.1 ([2, T h e o r em 1]) Suppose M/Soc{M) is finite dimensional and Mi 
is an infinite direct sum of submodules of M. Then there exists an integer k such 
that Mi C Soc(M) for all i > k. 
p
roo
f： Let — : M ——> M丨S be tlie canonical quotient map where S = Soc(M). 
Write a
k
 二 © f
=
i Mi. Suppose i^n+iA^i = U, for some submodule U C M
n = 1
. Then, 




 © T) > T be 
the projection map. Since U C M
n + U
 厂 门 〜 二 0 and lience the restriction of the 
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map tt
t
 to U is a. monomorphism. Thus, U is semisimple and M
n + 1
 n = 0. As 
far as M is finite dimensional, there exists k such that M
{
 = 0 for all i > k. Thus, 
Mi C Soc(M) for all i > k. 
• 
From the above lemma, it is natural to introduce the following definition. 
Def in i t ion 3.4.2 A module M is called eventually semisimple if for every infinite 
d i r e c t s u m ©£i MI of submodules of M, there exists an integer k such that MI C 1 
Soc(M) for all i > k.
 ( 
L e m m a 3.4.3 ([2, L emma 2]) Let M be a CS-module. If M is eventually semisim-
ple then M 二 TT ㊉ 6*，where K is a finite dimensional submodule and S is a semisimple 
submodule. i 
I 
Proof: Let S - Soc(M) and K a complement of S in M. Write M = K ^T ‘ 
I 
for some submodule T of M. By assumption, K is finite dimensional and T is a 
CS-module with essential socle. Without loss of generality, we may assume that M ‘ 
has essential socle. Let Si be a non-closed simple submodule of M and let 芯 | 
the maximal essential extension of in M. Write M - E{S\)㊉ M, for some ‘ 
• 
submodule M\ of M. If S-2 is a non-closed simple submodule of Mi, then write 
M = E(SI)㊉五(分2)㊉ M2 for some submodule M2 of M. Continuing the process in 





where each Si is a non-closed simple module, 1 < i < n, and each simple submodule 
of MN+1 must be closed. Let E(S\)㊉五(狗）㊉...㊉五(Sn). Then, E is clearly finite 
dimensional. Without loss of generality, we can now assume every simple submodule 
of M is closed. We still have to show that every finitely generated submodule of M 
is semisimple. Let D be a finitely generated submodule of M. Suppose that D has 
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a n h l f i n i t e l y S e n e r a t e d s o c l e . Write Soc(D)=㊉^ A“ where each A
{
 is infinitely 
generated and the sum is direct. Let E(Ai) be the maximal essential extension of 
in M. Then, © g ^ is an infinite direct sum of submodules. By hypotheses, there 
exists an integer k such that E(Ai) = Ai for all i > k. Write M 二 4 ㊉ B
k
 for some 
submodule B
k
 of M. Since A
k







 is finitely generated, a contradiction. Thus, Soc(D) is finitely generated. 
Since every simple submodule of 刀 is a direct summand, then by splitting off all the 
simple submodules of D, we can express D \>y D 二 S 诠 N, where S is semisimple 
and N lias zero socle. As far as Soc(M) is essential in D’ we can infer that N = 0 
and D is simisimple. Whence, M is semisimple and the proof is complete. 
• . 
Coro l l a r y 3.4.4 ([2, Coro l l a ry 3]) Let M be a CS-module such that M/Soc(M) • 
. . . ‘ is finite dimensional. Then M = T ㊉ 61，where T is finite dimensional and S is 
semisimple. In particlular M is a direct sum of uniform modules. | 
I 
Proof: This follows directly from Lemma 3.4.1 and Lemma 3.4.3. The finite ' 
dimensional module in Lemma 3.4.3 is of course a direct sum of indecomposable ！ 
submodules. Each, of these indecomposable submodule is a summand of CS-module ‘ 
• 
and hence CS. Clearly any indecomposable CS-module must be uniform. 
• 
Equipped with all the above results, we can now able to deduce the main result 
on CS-module with ACC on essential submodules. 
The following proposition is due to V.Camillo and M.F.Yousif. 
P r opo s i t i o n 3.4.5 ([2, P ropos i t i on 5]) Let M be a CS-module. Then we have the 
following statements: 
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L h a s A C C o n essential submodules then M 二 iV㊉^ where N is Noetherian 
and S is semisimple. 
2' V M has DCC on essential submodules then ikf = A ㊉ 5，where A is Artinian 
and S is semisimple. 
Proof: 
1. In virtue of Corollary 3.4.4, we have M 二 N 扮 where N is finite dimensional 
and S is semisimple. Again, since N has ACC on essential submodules, we infer 1 
that N is Noetherian. 
2. Using the same argument as in (i). The result follows. 
• 
Coro l l a r y 3.4.6 ([2，Corollary 6]) Let M be a finitely generated CS-module. If 
M has ACC (respectively DCC) on essential submodules then M is Noetherian (re- , 
spectively Artinian). 1 
• 
In the above section, we have shown that a left continuous ring R with ACC on 1 
i 
essential ideals is a semiperfect ring. In the following discussion, we shall find another I 
sufficient condition for a left continuous ring to be semiperfect. 
The following results are taken from [2]. 
L e m m a 3.4.7 ([2, L emma 7]) If M/N is finite dimensional for every essential 
submodule N of M, then every quotient of M/Soc(M) is finite dimensional. 
L e m m a 3.4.8 ([2, L emma 8]) Let M be a finitely generated CS-moddule. If M/N 
l
s
 finite dimensional for every essential submodule N of M, then every quotient of 
M is finite dimensional 
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PRO°F:
 B y Corollary 3.4.4, we know that M is finite dimensional. Now, let N 
be a submodule of M and T a complement submodule of N in M. Then by the 
exactness of the sequence 0 — r M/N — M/N ㊉ T — 0, it follows that 
M/N is finite dimensional. 
• 
L e m m a 3.4.9 ([2，Lemma 9]) Let M be a cyclic module. If every cyclic singular 
subquotient of M is a CS-module, then every quotient of M/Soc(M) is finite dimen-
sional. 
Proof: If E is an essential submodule of Af, the M/E is a cyclic and singular 
module all of whose cyclic sub quotients are CS-modules. Invoking the Osofsky-Smith 
theorem given in [16, Theorem 1], we infer that M/E is finite dimensional. And 




P r o p o s i t i o n 3.4.10 ([2，Proposition 10]) Let M be a cyclic CS-module. If every ' 
cyclic singular subquotient of M is a CS-module, then every homomorphic image of ！ 
* 
M is finite dimensional. In particular, M is finite dimensional 
Proof: By using Lemma 3.4.9, we know that M/Soc(M) is finite dimensional. 
Also by Corollary 3.4.4, M is finite dimensional. Let N be a, submodule of M and N 
a maximal essential extension of N in M. Write M = N ㊉ T, for some submodule T 
of M. Now N /N is clearly a cyclic module and all of whose cyclic sub quotients are 





ite dimensional. Since M/N = N/N © T and M is finite dimensional, we 
infer that M/N is finite dimensional. 
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• 
P r opo s i t i o n 3.4.11 ([2，Corollary 14]) Let R be a left continuous ring. If every 
c y c l i c s i n 9 u l a r l e f l right) R-module is a CS-module, then R is a semiperfect ring. 
P r o o f : Suppose first that R is a left continuous ring and all of whose cyclic singu-
lar left 及-modules are CS-modules. By Proposition 3.4.10, we know that R(R/SOCrR) 
is finite dimensional. Hence R is a semiperfect ring. 
Now suppose R is left continuous ring and every cyclic singular right 丑-module 
over J? is a CS-module. Consider R 二 R/J(R). Clearly,及 is a regular left continuous 
ring. It is easy to see that every cyclic singular right 息module is a CS-module. Thus, 
from Lemma 3.4.8, we infer that (R/SOC(R)R is finite dimensional. Since R is regular, 
R/Soc(R) is semisimple Artinian. By Corollary 3.4.6, it follows that R is semisimple 
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3.5 Weak CS-modules 
From the content of the last section, we know that all CS-modules with chain condi-
tions on their essential submodules can be decomposed into a Noetherian(or Artinian) 
part and a semisimple part. Such decomposition can be further generalized. In fact, 
m 1989, P.Smith gave a generalization on this sort of decomposition. The result in 
the last section was further generalized to a particular class which is called the class 
”Weak CS-modules" by him [20]. We will here give a brief description for Smith's 
work in this section. In the next section, we will compare the behaviours of the class 
of GCS-modules and the class of Weak CS-modules under the chain conditions on 
essential submodules. 
Def in i t ion 3.5.1 An R-module M is called a weak CS-module provided that for each 
semisimple submodule S of M, there exists a direct summand K of M such that S is 
essential in K. 
The following results are the elementary property of the weak CS-modules. 
P r opo s i t i o n 3.5.2 Let M be a module such that M 二 M!㊉ M) for some weak , 
CS-module M\ and semisimple module M2. Then M is a weak CS-module. 





 ㊉[(5 + iVh)门 M
2
]. 
Because is semisimple, the module (S + Mi)门 Af
2
 is a direct summand of M
2
. 
Thus, ^ + Mi is a direct summand of M. 
Now, consider S n il/i. Clearly, it is a submodule of S. By applying the 
previous arguments again, we know there exists a submodule S' of S such that S -
(S 门 Mi) 0 Sl. Since M\ is a weak CS-module, it follows that there exists a direct 
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summand K of M, such that S n 恥 is essential in K. However, it is clear that 




 ㊉ S'. 
Hence,分=(S 门 ilf!)㊉ i s a n essential submodule of the direct summand K ㊉ S' 
of ^ + Mi. It then follows that 5 is essential in a direct summand of M. This shows 
that M is a weak CS-module. 
• 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.5.3 Let M be a module such that Tkf =从㊉ M
2
 for some weak 
CS-module M
x
 and injective module M
2
. Then M is a weak CS-module. 
Proof: Assume that S is an arbitrary semi simple submodule of M. Then there 
exists a submodule S丨 of S such that S 二 (S n ㊉ S'. As S丨门 M
2
 = 0, we know 
that the quotient (M
2
 + S')/S' = M
2
, is an injective module. Thus, there exists a 
sumodule M' of M containing S' such that 
MIS' = [(M
2
 + S')/,^] ^{M'/S'). 
As M 二 M
2
 ㊉ M', we immediately have M' = M/M
2
 = It follows that M' is a 
weak CS-module. By definition, there exists a direct summand K' of M' such that I 
S' is essential in Kf. Since 门 ik/2 is a submodule of the injective module M2, there , 
exists a direct summand K of M2 such that S fl M2 is essential in K (just let K be 




). Now, 5 二 (S 门 M
2
)㊉ S' is essential in the 
direct summand K ㊉ K' of M 二 M
2
 ㊉ M'. It follows that M is a weak CS-module. 
• 
The following corollary is an easy consequence of the above proposition. 








，where Mi is a weak CS-module; M
2 
b a semisimple module; M3 is an injective module and M
A
 is module with zero socle. 
Then M is a weak CS-module. 
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The following theorem describes the class of modules to be weak CS-modules. 
T h e o r e m 3.5.5 Let R be a Dedekind domain. Then any finitely generated R-module 
is a weak CS-module. 
P r o o f : L e t M b e a finitely generated 丑-module. Then we have ikf = M;l ㊉ ikf
2
, 
where Mi is a torsion module Mi while M
2
 is a torsion-free module. Let S be any 
semisimple submodule of M. Then S C M^ Notice that M
x
 has finite (composition) 
length. Let ？7 be a simple submodule of S. Then, there exists a maximal ideal P of 
R such that PU = 0. Let M' 二 {m e M : Pkm 二 0 for some positive integer n }• 
Obviously, M' is a direct summand of Mi and PnM' 二 0 for some positive integer 
n. Note that U C M' so that there exists a direct summand K of M' such that U is 
essential in K. 
Now M\ 二 K ㊉ K' for some submodule K' of M\. Also, we deduce that: 
^ C SocA^ = (SocK)㊉�SocK'�= C/ ㊉(SocA") g Z7 ㊉ K,. 
Hence S = C/ ㊉（^  n A"). However, it is clear that S 门 is a semisimple submodule 
of K' and K' has shorter length than Mi. Thus, by induction on the leiigth of 
there exists a direct summand L of K' such that S fl Kf is essential in L. This means 
that S = ？7 ㊉(S fl K') is an essential submodule of the direct summand ㊉ Z of ikf. 
0 
It follows that M is a weak CS-module. 
• 
Coro l l a r y 3.5.6 Let R be a Dedekind domain and let M an R-module with finite 
uniform dimension. Then M must be a weak CS-module. 
p
roo
f； If the module M is torsion-free, then M has a zero socle. In this case, 
M is certainly a weak CS-module. On the other hand, suppose that M is not torsion-




, for some finitely generated submodule Mi and 
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an injective submodule M
2
. By using Proposition 3.5.5 and 3.5.3, we know that M 
is a weak CS-module. 
• 
3.5.1 D e c o m p o s i t i o n of W e a k CS-modu l e s 
The following concept was introduced by P.Smith in [20]. 
Def in i t ion 3.5.7 A module M is called almost semisimple if M possesses an essen-
tial socle and every finitely generated semisimple submodule of M is a complement in 
M. 
Def in i t ion 3.5.8 A module is called locally Noetherian if every finitely generated 
submodule is Noetherian, 
The result of P.F.Smith [20] on weak CS-modules are basically depending on 
tlie following lemmas. 
L e m m a 3.5.9 Any locally Noetherian almost semisimple module is semisimple mod-
ule. 
L e m m a 3.5.10 Suppose that M is a locally Noetherian eventually semisimpole mod-
ule. Then there exists a semisimple complement K in M such that its quotient M/1( 
also has finite uniform dimension. 
L e m m a 3.5.11 Let M be a weak CS-module. Then every almost semisimple sub-
module of M is semisimple. 
With the aids of the above lemmas, we can prove the following result. 
P r opo s i t i on 3.5.12 A weak CS-module M satisfies the ascending (respectively, de-
scending) chain condition on essential submodules if and only if M = ^么㊉恥，where 
is a semisimple module and M
2
 is a Noetherian (respectively, Artinian) module. 
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3.6 General izat ion of GCS-modules 
In Section 3.4, we lia,ve already shown that if M is a CS-module satisfying ACC on 
essential submodules, then M 二 iV㊉S, where the submodule N is Noetherian and the 
submodule S is semisimple. In this section, we will show that any GCS-module with 
a finitely generated socle is also Noetherian under ACC on its essential submodules. 
Moreover, we will show that a GCS-module with essential socle satisfying ACC on 
its essential submodules is a direct sum of a semisimple submodule and a module of 
finite uniform dimension. 
We start with the following lemma on GCS-module. 
L e m m a 3.6.1 Let M be a GCS-module. Then every finitely generated semisimple 
submodule of M is essential in a direct summand of M. 
Proof: Let D be a semisimple submodule of M and E(D) a maximal essential ex-
tension of D in M. By using tlie GCS-property, we know that there exists a closed 
submodule Ii\ of E{D) such that 沿㊉：^  = M. Observe that D (1 A�Ce K\. Hence, 
for the submodule Ti, we can let 五(D)门 be a. maximal essential extension o fDnT i 
in T\. For the sake of convenience, let us simply denote E(D) n T\ by E(D n Ti). 
Then, by the GCS-property of T
x
 again, there exists K
2







 二 M and K
2
 门厶 C e /(
2
. Repeating the above process, we eventually 
obtain that K
1
 ㊉ ㊉…㊉ I � j ㊉ Tj 二 M for all j. Tlien, we finally obtain ㊉ C Ad. 
Because D is finitely generated and semisimple, this process must be stopped, say at 






 = M with D nT
n
 = (0). Note that 
IQ 门乃 C e K“ for all i. This implies that D C e Ki ㊉ A'2 ㊉...㊉ C® M since D 
is semisimple. The lemma, is thus proved. 
• 
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Tlie following corallaries are straightforward. 
Co ro l l a r y 3.6.2 If M is GCS-moclule with finitely generated socle, then M is a weak 
CS-module. 
Coro l l a r y 3.6.3 Let M be a GCS-module. If M contains a finitely generated socle 
then M = K �义 where K is ci finite dimensional submodule and S is a semisimple 
submodule of M. 
Proof: The above result follows immediately from Lemma 4 and [20, Theorem 2.6] 
L e m m a 3.6.4 ([17, Coro l l a ry 2.6]) A module M has ACC(resp. DCC) on its 
essential submodules if and only M/SocM is a Noetherian(resp. Artinian) module. 
Summarize all the above results, we conclude the following result. 
P r opo s i t i o n 3.6.5 Let M be a GCS-moclule with finitely generated socle. Then M 
have ACC (resp. DCC) on its essential submodules if and only if M is a Noetherian 
or (resp. Artinian) module. 
For GCS-module with essential socle, a similar result of P.F.Smith [20] on weak 
CS-modules ca,n be extended to GCS-modules. 
T h e o r em 3.6.6 Let M be a GCS-module with essential socle such that M has ACC 
o n
 Us essential submodules. Then M is a direct sum of a semisimple module and a 
module of finite uniform dimension. 
Proof: If M is not almost semisimple, then there exists a finitely generated 
semisimple submodule of 5 二 Soc{M\ which is not closed in M. By Lemma 
3.6.1, Si is essential in a direct summand A
x
 in M and A
1
 + 而.Le t M 二义1 ㊉ 
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If is not almost semisimple, then B
x
 contains a finitely generated semisimple 
submodule S
2











 ^ ^2. Repeating the same process, we finally obtain 
欠1㊉汲2㊉• • • C M 
Obviously, each A‘ is of finite uniform dimension and is not semisimple. Since 
M/Soc(M)) satisfies ACC on its essential submodules, this implies that M/Soc(M) 





 + 6 ,)/6 ,)0... 
Clearly, the above decomposition is a direct sum in M/S. Thus, the process must 
stops. In otherwords, M is a direct sum of an almost semisimple module N and a 
module F with a, finitely generated socle. Thus, N is a GCS-module and has ACC 
on its essential submodules. 
Now we axe going to prove that N is semisimple. For this purpose, assume E 
be a finitely generated submodule of N. Consider T = Soc(E). Notice that N is 
almost semisimple and is a GCS module. Hence every finitely generated semisimple 
submodule of N must contain a direct summand of N. Then, we have K\ ㊉而 二 N 
for some finitely generated semisimple submodule K\ of T. For the submodule 
if 门 T # 0 then we can pick another finitely generated semisimple submodule I(
2 
of 门 T such that R\ ㊉ K
2
 ㊉ 二 N. Repeating the above process repeatedly. 
Suppose that the process does not stop, then we will have 
Iii ㊉ © … 
whence 0 f
= 1
 Ki C® N. Now by [5，Lemma 1.2] , we finally obtain ® i
= 1
((K i + 
Soc(N))/Soc(N)) which is a clearly direct sum. However as N!Soc�N) is Noetherian, 
the above process must be stopped somewhere. Hence, we have ® ® … © K
n
 © 
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xn = N for some integer n > 1. As X
n
f]T = 0, this infers tliat T = A ' j ㊉ . 
Moreover, because each Ki is finitely generated, T must be finitely generated as well. 
Since N is almost semisimple and T is finitely generated, T is clearly closed. On the 
other hand, we know tliat T CE E implies that E = T. Hence, we have proved that 
every finitely generated submodule of N is semisimple and consequently, Noetherian, 
This shows that N is locally Noetherian and is semisimple by [20, Lemma 2.2]. The 
proof is complete. 
• 
3.7 On CESS-modules 
P.F. Smith gave two types of generalizations for CS-modules in [20], one of their 
generalizations is the class of weak CS-modules which has already been discussed in 
the above. The other type is the class of CESS-modules. In this chapter, we will 
give a decomposition theorem for CESS-modules with ascending chain condition on 
its essential submodules over an underlying ring which is a Dedekind Domain. 
Def in i t ion 3.7.1 (CESS-module) A module M is called CESS-module if every 
Complement with Essential Socle is a direct Summand of M. 
We can easily observe that every CESS-module is a weak CS-module. 
The following proposition describes some elementary properties of CESS-modules. 
P r opo s i t i on 3.7.2 ([20, P ropos i t i on 1.5]) Let M be a module with socle S. Then 
M is a CESS-module if and only if every complement K in M，with S essential in 
K, is a CS-module and a direct summand of Ad. 
Proof: We first suppose that M is a CESS-module. Let K be a complement in 
M with its socle S essential in A: Then K is a direct summand of M. Moreover, K 
has an essential socle and hence K is a CESS-module. Thus K is a CS-module. 
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Conversely, suppose that M has the stated property. Let N be any complement 
submodule of M with essential socle. Then, there exists a submodule L of M such 
tliat S = Socf^ iV)㊉ L. Observe that S is essential in iV" © X. Hence there exists 
a complement K In M such that N ㊉ L is esential in K. Thus, S is essential in 
K- By hypothesis, K is a CS-module and is a direct summand of M. But iV is a 
complement in A,, and hence N is a direct summand of K. This shows that iV is a 
direct summand of M. It follows that M is a CESS-module. 
• 
Coro l l a r y 3.7.3 ([20，Corollary 1.6]) Let M be a CESS-module. Then M 二 
Mi 0 M2 for some CS-module M\ with essential socle and module M-i with zero 
socle. 
Proof: Let S 二 5^(财）.Then , there exists a complement M\ in M such that 
S is essential in M\. This implies that is a direct summand of M and in fact, it 
is a CS-module by Proposition 3.7.2. The result follows. 
• 
The following proposition states that the converse of Corollary 3.7.3 is also true 
if we restrict our modules to be modules over (commutative) Dedekind domains. 
P r opo s i t i o n 3.7.4 ([20, P ropos i t i on 1.8]) Let R be a Dedekind domain. Then 
an R-module M is a CESS-module if and only if M - Mi ㊉ M
2
 for some torsion 
CS-module M\ and torsion-free module Ad2. 
Proof: We first recall that, over the underlying ring R, a module has an essential 
socle if and only if it is a torsion module. Thus, the necessity part follows easily by 
Corollary 3.7.3. Conversely, suppose tliat M = Mi ㊉ M
2
 for some torsion CS-module 
M
x
 and torsion-free module M
2
. Then, let L be a complement in M with essential 
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socle. Trivially, we have L C M. But L is also a complement in Mi. Hence, it follows 
that X is a direct summand of M
l 5
 and hence M also. Thus, M is a CESS-module. 
• 
3.7.1 O n t h e d e c o m p o s i t i o n of CESS-mod u l e s 
In the above section, we find that all weak CS-modules will have the Noetherian-
semisimple decomposition if the ACC on essential submodules is imposed on them. 
As every CESS-module is a weak CS-module, the decomposition also holds for CESS-
modules. In this section, we will give a stronger version of decomposition for CESS-
modules subject to the underlying ring of the CESS-modules is a Dedekind Domain. 
In order to achieve our goal, we need the following results on torsion-free mod-
ules which are due to the efforts of M.A. Kamal and B.J. Muller [11]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.7.5 ([11，Prop. 3]) Let M be a torsion free R-module and D(M) its 
largest divisible (injective) submodule. Then M is a CS-module if and only if M/D(M) 
is also a CS-module. 
Proof: Suppose that M have C\ property. Then express M 二 i^ (Af)㊉(7, where 
C is a reduced submodule of M. Hence M/D{M) = C which is a CS-module. 
Conversely, let C = M/D{M) be a CS-module and let A a closed submodule 
of M. Let D(A) be the largest injective submodule of A, and write A = D(A)㊉ B 
with B reduced. Then, it is clear that B 门 D(M) 二 0. 
Now, let 7r, 7T, be the projections of M onto C and D{M) respectively. Then 
there exists a homomorphism 小：C > D(M) such that ^(b) = tt'O) for all b e B. 
I f ：二 {</>(c) + c : c G C } , t h e n C * ^ C is c l e a r l y a C S - m o d u l e a n d M 二 C * ㊉ 刀 ( M ) . 
Since B is closed in C*, we have B C® C\ Since D(A) C㊉刀（M), we hence conclude 
that A C® M. 
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• 
P r o po s i t i o n 3.7.6 ([11，Theorem 5]) Let M be a reduced and torsion free module 
• r « commutative integral domain R. If M is a CS-module, then M is a finite direct 
sum of uniform modules. 
The proof provided by Muller in [11] is rather lengthy. We only sketch the proof 
for it. 
As M is a CS-module, one can show that M — Mi ㊉ U
n
 for some uniform 
submodules M] of M and a corresponding submodule U
n
 of M for each n. If M is 
finite dimensional, M 二 Afi; if M is infinite dimensional, then we will derive a 
contradiction. 
In case, if U
n
 is infinite dimensional for all n, then M D M“ We may 
now show that ①二
0
 is closed in M and hence is a direct summand of M. For this 
purpose, let K be the quotient field of R. Then, K is divisible and hence it is injective 
as an ^-module. Thus, E(Mi) = K for all L Consequently 
oo oo oo 
By using the CS-property, one can see that K = Mi- A s =仄，we 
may regard each M
?
: is a submodule of Let g : Mi —^ K defined by 
(m,-)g
0
 b E S o m “ As the Kerg of ® • Mi is closed submodule of M and M is a 
CS-module. Therefore, K ^ X C M. However, this contradicts to M is reduced. 
For more detail, the reader is referred to [11] 
• 
P ropo s i t i o n 3.7.7 ([11，Prop.6]) A reduced and torsion free module over a com-
mutative domain R has {Cx) property if and only if it has (1 - Ci) property and is 
finite dimensional. 
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P r o o f : Let M be a CS-module. Then, by Proposition 3.7.6, we know that M is 
a finite dimensional module. Obviously, Ad has (1 - C
x
) property. We now prove the 
converse part, by using induction on the dimension of M. Assume that the statement 
holds for dimension < n, and let M be a module having (1 - Ci) property with of 
dimension n. Then M = © f
= 1
 M{ with every submodule M{ uniform. Let A be a 
closed submodule of M with 1 < dim(A) < n. It follows tliat A 门 ©『二1 Mi + 0 
is closed in © f r / M“ By induction hypo thes i s ,㊉^Mi = A n © ^ M
{
㊉ X, 
where dim(X) < n - 2. Then M 二 汲 门 ㊉ ^ ^ Mi ㊉ X ㊉ M
n
, and hence A = 
[A 门㊉^3 1 Mi]㊉[vl n 0 M
n
)]. Since A 门（X ㊉ M"
n
) is closed in (X ㊉ M
n
)，by 
using induction again, we have decomposition A 门（I ㊉ M
n
) C® I ㊉ M
n
. Therefore 
A C® M. 
• 
With the aids of the above results, we can establish a decomposition theorem 
for CESS-modnles. This theorem strengthens the decomposition theorem for CESS-
modules obtained by Smith in [20]. 
T h e o r em 3.7.8 Let R be a Dedekind Domain and M a CESS R-module with ACC 
on essential submodules satisfying the (1 一 Ci) property. Then M 二 N Q S’ where N 
is a finite direct sum of uniform submodules (or finite dimensional QF2-module) and 
S is semisimple. 
Proof: Suppose that M is CESS-module having the (1 一C\) property. Then, since 




, where MI is 
a torsion CS-module and M
2
 is a torsion-free module. Now M
2
 is a CESS-module, 
in particular, a weak CS-module. Applying ACC on essential submodules, we know 









 is semisimple and M
4
 is finite dimensional. 
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Clearly, M3 二 (0) because M 2 is torsion-free. On the other hand, M1 is a CS-module. 
Moreover, since MX has ACC on essential submodules, M! 二 TV ㊉分 where N is 
Noetherian submodule and S is semisimple. Because we have assumed that 丑 is a 
commutative ring, N can be expressed as a finite direct sum of uniform submodules 
by proposition 3.7.6. Observe that M
4
 is finite-dimensional and its quotient W
A
 -





 is torsion free and of course, B(M
4
) is injective. Thus, Wl must 
be a direct summand of M. This implies that M4 also lias the (1 - Ci) property since 
M has tlie (1 - C\) property. Moreover i ¥
4
 is also torsion free and reduced. Hence 
by proposition 3.7.7, M
2
 is a CS-module. Thus, M
4
 is also CS-module, in fact, it is a 
finite direct sum of uniform modules(QF2), as well. Consequently, M is a direct sum 




4.1 CS-modules and CS-endomorphism rings 
The behaviours of End(M) for a CS-module M were studied by A.W. Chatters and 
S.M. Khuri in [3]. One of their results is to give a characterization for the rings whose 
(finitely generated) non-singular submodules are all projective. 
In [12], S.M. Khuri introduced the concept of e-retractable modules. By using 
this concept, we can give a passage for studying the CS-property from the endomor-
phism of a module to the module itself. In this chapter, we will give charaterization 
theorem for non-singular right projective modules and finitely generated projective 
modules via CS-rings. The relationship between progenerators and projective mod-
ules of finite ranks will be explored. 
We start with the following definition. 
Def in i t i on 4.1.1 An R-module M is called e-retractable if Hom(M, C) / 0 whenever 
C is a non-zero complement submodule of M. 
It is not hard to see that the class of e-retractable modules includes all free 
modules (in fact all generators in the category of right 丑-modules) and all CS-modules 
as its subclasses. However, it does note include all projective modules as its subclass. 
The following is an example: 
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Examp l e 4.1.2 
Let 及 be a ring of all 2 x 2 upper triangular matrices which have arbitrary real 
numbers on the diagonal and an arbitrary complex number in its (1,2)-position, and 
let eij be the element of R with I in its (z, j)-position and 0 elsewhere. Set P = e\%R 
and let K be the field of real numbers; then P is an indecomposable non-singular 
projective right J?-module and End(P)兰 euReu 兰 K. Therefore End(P) is a right 
CS -ring. Let U and V be a distinct 1 - di m. en s i on al A-sub spaces of the field of complex 
numbers. Set A = e
12
U and B = e
1 2
l ',; Then clearly, A a.ndB are submodules of P 
and each of them is a complement submodule of P, for instance, As J? is a hereditary 
ring, so that a non-zero homomorphism from P to A would give rise to a non-trivial 
decomposition of P. Therefore, Hom(P, A) = 0. This shows that so that P is not 
e-retractable and consequently, P is not a CS-module. 
• 
P ropo s i t i o n 4.1.3 ([3, Th e o r em 3.1]) Let M be a non-singular e-retractable right 
R-module and set S = End{M). Assume that S is right CS ring. Then M is a CS 
right R-module. 
Proof: Let C be a complement submodule of M and set I - {s e S : sM C C}. 
Because ^ is a right CS-ring, there is an idempotent element e of 5 such that I is 
an essential submodule of eS. We shall show that IM is an essential submodule of 
eM and then tliat C 二 eAf. Let D be a right i2-submodule of eM maximal with 
respect to the property that D 门 IM = 0; then D is a complement submodule of eM 
and hence also of M. Set K = {s e S : sM C D). For all k G K and m e M we 
have km G eM, so that km = ekm. Thus K is a right ideal of S with K C eS. Let 
s G / 门 then sM C IM 门 so that sM 二 0. Hence If)K = 0，so that K = 0 
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(because I is essential in eS). Because M is e-retractable it follows that jD 二 0. 
Therefore IM is an essential submodule of eM. 
Using the fact that M is non-singular and that IM is an essential submodule 
of eM, it is straightforward to show that eM + C is an essential extension of C. But 
C is a complement submodule of M, Therefore C 二 eM + C, that is, eM C C. We 
have C = eM ® U where U = 门(1 - . Thus U is a complement submodule of 
C and hence also of M. Let s be an element of S such that sM C U; then sM C C 
so that s G I and hence es 二 also sM C (1 - e)M so that es = 0. Therefore U is 
a complement submodule of M with Hom(M, U) = 0, so that U = 0. Thus C - eM, 
so that C is a direct summand of M. 
• 
It should be noticed here that the example 4.1.2 demonstrates that the assump-
tion: M is e-retractable cannot be dropped from the statement of Proposition 4.1.3. 
L e m m a 4.1.4 ([3, L emma 3.4]) Let F be a free right R-module and set S = End(F). 
Let U and V be right ideals of S such that U C V. Then U is an essential right S-
submodule of V if and only if UF is an essential R-submodule of VF. Also S is a 
right non-singluar ring if F is a non-singular as an R-module. 
L emma 4.1.5 ([3, Th eo r em 3.5]) Let F be a free right R-module and set S -
End(F). Let C be ci complement right ideal of S, let K be a complement submodule 
of F, and set L - {s e S : sF C K}. Then there is one-to-one correspondence 
between the complement right ideals of S and the complement submodules of F given 
by C H CF and Ii ^ L. 
Proof: Let A be a submodule of F such that CF is an essential submodule of 
A = IF. Therefore C is a.n essential submodule of I by Lemma 4.1.4, so that C - I 
and CF 二 A. 
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Let be a right ideal of S such that L is an essential submodule of U. Then 
L F i s an essential submodule of UF by Lemma 4.1.4. But LF = K and K is a 
complement submodule of F. Therefore UF = K so that U CL and hence U = L. 
It now suffices to show that C = D, where D = {s e S : sF C CF}. Clearly, 
C C D. As CF is an essential submodule of 尸(in fact CF = DF), C is essential 
in D (Lemma, 4.1.4). Hence we have C 二 D. 
• 
L e m m a 4.1.6 ([3, Corol lary. 3.6]) Let F be a free right R-module and set S = 
End(F). Then F is a CS module if and only if S is a right CS ring. 
Proof: Suppose firstly that F is a CS-module and that C is a complement right 
ideal of S. By Lemma 4.1.5, CF is a complement submodule of F and hence is a 
direct summand of F. Hence CF — eF for some idempotent element e of S, Thus C 
and eS are complement right ideals of S with CF 二 EF 二 eSF. Therefore C = eS, 
by Lemma 4.1.5. 
Conversely, suppose that 5 is a right CS-ring and that K is a complement 
submodule of F. Set L = {s £ S : sF C iif}; then X is a complement right ideal 
of S by Lemma 4.1.5. Therefore L — eS for some idempotent element e of S, and 
K « LF = eF. 
The following lemma gives characterizations for right non-singular right projec-
tive 丑-modules as well as finitely generated non-singular right projective ^-modules. 
It is rather crucial in the sequel. 
• 
L e m m a 4.1.7 ([4，Theorem 3.7]) 1. Let R be a right non-singular right R-
module is projective if and only if End(F) is a right CS ring for each free right 
R-module, F. 
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Every finitely generated non-singular right R-module is projective if and only if 
End(F) is a right CS ring for each free right R-module F of finite rank. 
Proof: Let M be any right 及-module. Then, we have M = F/K for some 
free module F and submodule I( of F up to isomorphism. Clearly if M is finitely 
generated then F can be chosen to be finite rank. Notice that F is a non-singular 
module because R is right non-singulai�. As M is non-singular if and only if K is a 
complement submodule of F. Also, recall that M is projective if and only if K is 
a direct summand of F. Then it follows that every (finitely-generated) non-singular 
right E-module is projective if and only if every free right E-module (of finite rank) 
is a CS module, i.e. if and only if End(F) is a right CS-ring for every free right 
丑-module F (of finite rank), by Lemma. 4.1.6. 
• 
It has been known that there is close relationship between progenerators and 
free modules of finite rank [1]. This observation suggests an additional equivalent 
form. 
T h e o r em 4.1.8 Let R be a right non-singlular ring. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
1. Every finitely generated non-singular right R-module is projective. 
2. End(F) is a right CS ring for every free right R-module F of finite rank. 
3. there exists a progenerator P such that End(Pn) is CS for all n> 1. 
Proof: (a)公(b): This is the content of Lemma 4.1.7 
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( b ) � ( c ) : Suppose End(F) is CS for all free R-module of finite rank. In 
particular, End(R) is a CS ring and so does R. Then 丑 is a generator and projective. 
Moreover, Rm is CS for all m > 1 by hypothesis. 
( c ) � ( b ) : Let P be a progenerator with End(Pk) having CS property for all A; > 1. 
Then there exist m,n > 1 such that 丑 饥 = 尸 ㊉ X and 尸n = 及 ㊉ Note that P n 
is still a progenerator. As Encl{Pn) is CS, we can assume that Rm = P @ X and 
尸 = 丑 ㊉ Y . As P is a generator and hence it must be e-retractable. This implies 
that P is a CS-module by Lemma 4.1.3 for P is also non-singular. Since R c® P, 
R is CS ring. For any > 1, we prove that Rk is CS. Note that 尸=丑 © 7 and 
hence Pk = Rk ㊉ Then, as before, Pk is still a projective generator and is CS. 
Conseqently Rk is CS as well. i.e. all free R-module of finite rank is a CS-module 
and so do all End(F) with F free R-module of finite rank by Lemma 4.1.6. 
• 
L e m m a 4.1.9 Let P be a progenerator of jiMod and set S — End(P). Then P is a 
CS-module if and only if S is a CS-ring. 
Proof: By Theorem 1.3 of [9] and using similar proofs in Theorem 3.5 and 3.6 
of [3] 
• 
Th e o r em 4.1.10 Let R be a non-singular ring. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
1. Rn is CS ring’ for all n > 1. 
2. there exists a progenerator P such that End(Pn) is CS for all n > 1. 
S. For all progenerator P, End(Pn) is CS for all n > 1. 
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Proof: (2)�（1): Suppose that there exists a progenerator P such that 
End{Pn) is CS for all n > 1. Then Pn is CS by lemma 4.1.9. As 兰 丑 ㊉ 记 
for some n, R is CS ring. 
(1)冷(3): Suppose 及 is a CS ring, then Rn is also CS by hypothesis and so do 
P n and Encl(Pu), for all n > 1 and all progenerator P. 
(3) 4 (2): Trivial. 
• 
By Theorem 4.1 in [3], we immediate obtain tlie following corollary. 
Co ro l l a ry 4.1.11 Let R be a right non-singular ring such that the identity is a sum 
of orthogonal primitive idempotents . Then R is left and right semihereditary CS ring 
if and only if Rn is CS ring for all n > 1， 
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4.2 Categorical Equivalence and Mori ta Equivalence 
In this section, we shall give some basic definitions and properties concerning cate-
gorical equivalence. These result will be referenced in the next section. For details of 
the proofs, the reader is referred to [1] 
Def in i t ion 4.2.1 (Ca tegory Equivalence) Let C and V be arbitrary categories. 
Then a covariant functor 
F •• C — V 
is a categorical equivalence in case there is a functor (necessary covariant) 
G-.V — C 
and a natural isomorphism 
GF ^ l
c
 and FC ^ 1
D 
Two categories are said to be categorical equivalent if there exists a categorical 
equivalence from one to the other. We write 
C^V 
Def in i t ion 4.2.2 (Mor i ta Equivalence) Two rings R and S are said to be (Morita) 
Equivalent, abbreviated by R ^ S if 
r
Mod^s Mod 
Propo s i t i on 4.2.3 Let F Mod —s Mod be a categorical equivalence. Then a 
sequence 
0 — M'丄 M ^ M" — 0 
is (split) exact in RMod if and only if the sequence 
0 一 F{M') FM] F(M) FM] F{M") — 0 
is (split) exact in sMocl. 
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The following results are taken from the text of Anderson and Fuller [1]. These 
results are prerequistes of section 4.3. 
P r opo s i t i o n 4.2.4 Let R and S be equivalent rings via an equivalence F :R Mod 
Mod. Let M, M' and U be left R-modules. Then we have the following: 
i. U is M-projective (M-injective) if and only if F(U) is F{M)-projective. 
U is projective (injective) if and only if F{U) is projective (injective). 
3. U generates (cogenerates) M if and. only if F(U) generates (cogenerates) F(M). 
4- U is a generator (a cogenerator) (faithful) if and only if F(U) is a generator ( 
a cogenerator) (faithful). 
5. A monomorphism (epimorphism) / : M —> M' is essential (superfluous) if and 
only if F(f): F{M) ^ F{M') is essential (superfluous) 
6. f : M — M' is an injective envelope (projective cover) if and only if F(f): 
F(M) —> F{M() is an injective envelope (projective cover) 
P ropo s i t i o n 4.2.5 Let R and S be equivalent rings via an equivalence F Mod 
Mod and let M and M' be left R-modules. Then 
1. M is simple (semisimple) if and only if F(M) is simple (semisimple). 
2. M is finitely generated (finitely cogenerated) if and only if F(M) is finitely 
generated, (finitely cogenerated). 
3. M is Artinian (Noetherian) if and only if F(M) is Artinian (Noetherian) 
c(M) = c(F(M)); M and F{M) have the same composition length. 
5. M is indecomposable if and only if F(M) is indecomposable. 
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P ropo s i t i o n 4.2.6 (Mor i t a Theo rem) Let R and S be rings and let 
F :
R
 Mod -^s Mod and G :
s
 Mod Mod 
6e additive functor. Then F and G are inverse equivalence if and only if there exist 
a bimodule SPR such that 
1. sP and PR are progenerators. 
2. SPR ^ balanced. 
3. ®
R
~) and G ^ Hom
s
(P,-). 
Moreover, if there exists a module SPR satisfying these conditions, then with Q = 
Hom(P, R) we have RQS with RQ and Q$ progenercitor and 
F ^ Hom
R
(Q,~) and G ^ (Q 
Coro l l a ry 4.2.7 For two rings R and S, the following assertions are equivalent: 
1. R^ S. 
2. There exists a progenerator PR with S = End(Pji). 
3. There exists A progenerator RQ with S = EHCI^RQ). 












(j){l){w ® m) = [70)]0) 
that is natural in each of three variables M,W and N. 
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h(7)]0) = [7(m)](n) 
that is natural in each of three variables M,N and U. 




 (W N) — (M W) N 
defined via 
V : m ®R(W n) (m ®R W) N 
that is natural in each of three variables M,W and N. 
P ropo s i t i on 4.2.11 Given modules sP’SUT and TN there is a homomorphism nat-







(P, (W fe N)) 
defined via 
77(7 n) : p j(p) n 
If sP is finitely generated and projective, then 7  is an isomorphism. 
Propos i t i on 4.2.12 Given module PR,TUR and TU, there is a homomorphism nat-
ural in P,U and N 
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V fR i s finitely generated, and projective，then v is an isomorphism. 








) :R Mod — Mods 
and 
Homs(-,R Us) Mods —r Mod 
is called the U-dual. 
for each M in RM or M$ 
[ a
M
( m)](7) 二 7(??i)(m G M, 7 G M*) 
A module M is said to be U-reflexive if GM is an isomorphism. 




be left multiplication. Then CTR is injective or surjective if and only if A is. 
Coro l l a r y 4.2.15 Let RUS be a bimodule. Then RR and Ss are U-reflexive if and 
only if RUS is a faithully balanced bimodule. 
4.3 Categories of CS-modules 
It is well known that Morita equivalence is a powerful tool in studying categorical 
equivalence of rings. In closing this chapter, we will find the relationship between 
the categories equivalence for CS-modules over two rings and also their Morita-
Equivalence of these rings. 
We start with tlie following lemmas: 
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L e m m a 4.3.1 Let C and V be categories of modules and suppose: 
T 
C 一 “ ‘ V i 
H 
i s 訊 categorical equivalence of modules C and D, If A,B e C and A Ce B, then 
T(A) C e T(B). 
Proof: Suppose that T(A) A C = 0 where C C T(B). Then we have A 兰 
HT(A) H H(C) = 0 and H{C) C HT{B) ^ B for otherwise, we will have 0 + 
T(A fl JI(C)) C T(A)门 TH(C)(芒 C), which is a contradiction. Now since A Ce B, 
we have H(C) = 0. This implies that C ^ TE(C) = 0. The proof is complete. 
• 
L e m m a 4.3.2 Let R, S be rings and M G Modft. Suppose that there is a categorical 
equivalence of rings R and S such that: 
T 
M OCIR Mods 
H 
Then, T{A) is a closed submodule of T(M) if A is a closed submodule of M. 
Proof: Suppose not, then we have T(A) Qe L C T(M). This implies that HT(A) C e 
H(L) by lemma 4.3.1. Hence, A C H{L) C HT(M)三 M. Because A is closed in 
M, we have H(L)=人 Consequently, L ^ TH(L) = T(A). 
• 
Propos i t i on 4.3.3 Let R, S be rings and M G MOCIR. Suppose we have the following 
categorical equivlaence between MOCIR and Mods such that : 
T 
MOCLR “~‘ Mods 
r 
H 
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Then T(M) is CS S-module if M is a CS R-module,. 
P r o o f : Let K be a closed submodule in T(M). Then it is clear that H{K) is closed 
in H(T(M)) ^ M. As M is a CS module, H(I() C® M. I(兰 TH{K) is direct 
summand of T(M) as T preserves the split exact sequence. This shows that T{M) is 
a CS module. 
• 
With the aid of the above lemmas, we can establish the following categorical 
equivalence theorem for non-singular rings. 
T h e o r em 4.3.4 Let R and S be non-singular rings such that every finitely generated 
non-singular (R and S) module is projective. Let 71 be the category of all finitely 
generated non-singular CS R-modules and S the category of all finitely generated 
non-singular CS S-modules. Then 
1. Suppose there exists an equivalence such that: 
T 
n — S 
r " 
H 
IfU = T(Jl),then R 二 End(Us) and U is CS progenerator of Mods. Moreover, 
there exists a natural equivalences: T = — U and H = Homs{U,—). 
2. Conversely let R is a commutative ring and rUs is faithfully balanced. Let 
T - - ®
R




11 — S < •• 
H 
is a categorical equivalence. 
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Proof: 1 Since R is non-singular and every finitely generated non-singular right R-
module is projective, Rn is CS ring for every n > 1. i.,e. Rn e R because R is 
finitely generated and lion-singular. In particular, R e 1Z. Let U = T(R). Then for 






(R,H(M)) ^ H(M). 
Therefore, H ^ Hom
s





H(U) = H(T(R) ^ R, Hence, R ^ End(Us). 
To prove that T 兰—沩
R
 U. Let P G 1Z. Then P is finitely generated and is 
projective. Consequently, there exists n> 1 such that P C® Rn. Clearly, P^RU C® 
Rn ®RU = Un. If we can show that U is progenerator for Mod
s
, then End{Un) will 
become a CS ring thereby that Un is CS S-module and so is P^rU. In fact, P®r U 
is finitely generated because both P, U are finitely generated projective modules. As 
the ring S is non-singular, so is Sm for all m > 1 and Un if U is progenerator 
as well. Eventually, P C/ is a non-singula.r S-module. As a result, the functor 
一 ？7 is a well defined functor and now — U and T are both adjoints to the 
functor //(= HOMR(U\ — )). Therefore T = — U. It remains to show that U is 
a progenerator. As U E S^ U is finitely geneaxated projective module. It suffices to 
show that for every simple S-module K, Homs(U^ K) = H(K) + 0 for otherwise, we 
will have Ii = T(II(K)) = 0, which is not true. This completes the proof. 
2 Let M e 1Z. Then, since 丑 is a commutative ring and is C/-reflexive, we can 
deduce that 











^ Encl{Us)®R M 
兰 R®RM 
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兰 M 
Consequently, HT 兰 1
R
. 





















This proves that TH =. I5. In otlierwords, we have sEown that T and H are cate-
gorical equivalence. The proof is complete. 
• 
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